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Timed process algebras are useful tools for the specification and
verification of real-time systems. We study the relationships between two
of these algebras, CIPA (closed interval process Algebra) and TCCS (tem-
poral CCS), which deal with temporal aspects of concurrent systems by
following very different interpretations: durational actions versus dura-
tionless actions, absolute time versus relative time, timed functional
behavior versus time and functional behavior, local clocks versus global
clocks. We show that these different choices are not irreconcilable by
presenting simple mappings from CIPA to TCCS which preserve the
behavioral equivalences over the two timed calculi. These results hold
whenever basic actions are interpreted as either eager or lazy, whenever
the starting time of action execution is observed rather than their com-
pletion time. A study on the size of the labelled transition systems
describing the transitional semantics of CIPA processes and those describing
the transitional semantics of their translated versions is also presented.
] 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the classic process algebras such as CCS [Mil89], CSP [Hoa85], ACP
[BK89], and 6-calculus [MPW92] have been extended in order to take into
account the temporal aspects of the execution of concurrent systems (e.g., a measure
of the time consumed), besides their functional behaviour (which actions a system
can do). These extensions, known as timed process algebras (see [AM95, BB91,
CN96, CZ91, FM95, GRS95, HR95, MT90, RR88, Yi90], to cite a few), differ,
mainly, in the way time and time passing are modelled. There are, indeed, several
parameters which have influenced the choice in the literature:
 Durational or durationless actions. Basic actions take a fixed amount of
time to be performed and time passes in a system only due to the execution of
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real ‘‘programmable’’ actions. In other approaches, instead, basic actions are
instantaneous events and ‘‘time passes in between them’’ via explicit global
synchronizations.
 Absolute or relative time. During a system execution time stamps are
associated with the observed events. These time stamps are referred to either the
starting time of the system execution (and, in this case, time features as absolute
time) or the time instant of the previous observation (and, in this case, time features
as relative time).
 Timed functional behaviour or time and functional behaviour. The study of
the functional and temporal behaviour of a concurrent system is done by integrat-
ing these two perspectives together, or by separating the functional and temporal
descriptions into two orthogonal parts.
 Local clocks or global clocks. A local clock is associated with each of the
parallel components of a concurrent system. These local clocks elapse independently
of each other, although they define a unique notion of global time. Alternatively,
the notions of global time and unique global clock are made explicit.
In this paper we compare two well-known timed process algebras which imple-
ment the parameters listed above. In particular, we consider cIpa (closed interval
process algebra) by Aceto and Murphy and TCCS (temporal CCS) by Moller and
Tofts, and show that the two algebras are strictly related.
cIpa is a CCS-like language. A durational function (2) for actions is specified
outside the syntax which, given a basic action a, returns the time needed for its
execution (a positive natural number 2(a)). This permits one to consider a usual
syntax for processes and to include timing information only in the transitional
semantics which is given in terms of labelled transition systems. The states of these
labelled transition systems, called timed states, are obtained by associating a local
clock n # N to every parallel component of a cIpa process. The elapsing of a local
clock is set dynamically during the execution of the actions by the corresponding
component. If an action a is executed by a component P, the value n of the clock
of P is increased to n+2(a), whilst the local clocks of those parallel components
not involved in the execution of a are unaffected. Hence, if P is idle during a tran-
sition, the value of its local clock cannot increase. In other words, each parallel
component is eager to perform an executable action; the time value is incremented
locally only when the executable action is performed. The transitions of the labelled
transition systems are of the form d ww
+n
$
d $, meaning that timed state d can
become a timed state d $ by starting the execution of an action +, n time units after
the computation began. Moreover, action + takes $ time units to be performed.
Thus, in cIpa actions are durational, time is absolute, functional behaviour and
timed behaviour are integrated into the same framework, and clocks are local.
TCCS is obtained by extending the syntax of CCS with temporal prefixes (t) .p
representing the process that can evolve into process p after exactly t units of time.
Thus, t features as a relative time. Basic actions are durationless; process a .p
represents a process which can perform an instantaneous action a and then behaves
like p. Hence, time passes only due to the execution of temporal prefixings (t) . and
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can elapse in n time units, if n time units can pass for all parallel and nondeter-
ministic components. The functional and the temporal behaviours of processes are
described by two different labelled transition systems. The one describing the func-
tional behaviour is similar to the standard untimed transition system of CCS; states
are TCCS terms and transitions are of the form p 
+
q, meaning that process p can
become process q by performing a basic action +. The other one describes how pro-
cesses can change by the time passing; here, states are TCCS terms and transitions
are of the form p t q, meaning that process p can become process q after t # N+ units
of time. Summing up, in TCCS actions are durationless, time is relative, functional
behaviour and timed behaviour are separated, and there is a unique global clock.
We show that cIpa and TCCS are strictly related. If ‘‘ill-timed’’2 traces are dis-
allowed in cIpa, then there exists a very simple mapping from cIpa to TCCS which
preserves (strong bisimulation-based) behavioural equivalences defined over the
two timed calculi. This permits techniques and analytic concepts to be transferred
from one theory to the other. A study on the size of the labelled transition system
describing the transitional semantics of a cIpa process and the one describing the
transitional semantics of its translated version is also presented. It turns out that a
(finite) alternative characterization of the former transitional model is strictly
smaller (in terms of number of states and transitions) than the latter one. Thus,
according to the standard algorithms for checking bisimulation-based relations, the
cIpa behavioural equivalence can be checked more efficiently than the TCCS one.
Our main statements hold in several other cases. A slight modification of the
mapping allows us to prove similar expressivity results when, instead of observing
the starting time of the actions execution jointly with their duration (d ww
+n
$
d $), we
observe their completing times. This is in line with [FM95, GR93, GRS95]; tran-
sitions are of the form d ww
+n
d $, meaning that timed process d can become timed
process d $ by performing an action +, at completing time n (n time units after the
computation began). Moreover, our statements hold when basic actions are not
forced to be performed as soon as they can, but can be delayed arbitrarily long
before firing; i.e., actions are lazy [CP96, MT91].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section contains a brief
presentation of cIpa and TCCS. Section 3 presents a well-timed operational seman-
tics for the former calculus, and Section 4 introduces a mapping from cIpa to
TCCS. Section 5 presents a study on the size of labelled transition systems
associated with processes and their translations, and Section 6 studies the
expressivity of cIpa and TCCS when their basic actions are interpreted as lazy.
Section 7 is devoted to concluding remarks and further work.
2. MODELLING ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE TIME IN PROCESS ALGEBRAS
This section briefly recalls the basic assumptions behind two well-known timed
process algebras: cIpa, due to Aceto and Murphy [AM93, AM95], and TCCS, due
to Moller and Tofts [MT90].
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2 cIpa presents the so-called ‘‘ill-timed phenomenon’’ [AM93, AM95] that allows the performed
actions to be observed in an order which is not necessarily the one given by time.
2.1. A Theory of Processes with Durational Actions
The Calculus cIpa
The language in [AM93, AM95] is a variant of Milner’s CCS. Below we report
its syntax. The set of actions is denoted by A (ranged over by :) from which the
set of co-actions A =[: | : # A] is obtained. Act (ranged over by a, b, ...) is used to
denote A _ A , the set of visible actions, with the convention that if a # Act then
a =a. The invisible action is denoted by {  Act and Act{ (ranged over by +)
denotes the set of all actions Act _ [{]. N denotes the set of natural numbers, while
N+ denotes the positive ones. Process variables, used for recursive definitions, are
ranged over by x, y, ... .
Let Open PAM be the set of terms generated by the following grammar:
P :=nil | a .P | wait n .P | P+P | P|P | P"C | P[8] | x | rec x .P
where a # Act, CAct, n # N+ and x is a process variable.3 Assume the usual
notions of free and bound variables in terms, with rec x . as the binding operator.
Given P # Open PAM , F(P) denotes the set of its free variables. The notation
P[Qy], where P and Q are Open PAM terms and y is a process variable, is used
to denote the Open PAM term obtained from P by simultaneously replacing each
free occurrence of y by Q.
The set of guarded (i.e., variable x in a term rec x .P can only appear within an
a . prefix or a wait n . prefix) and closed (i.e., without free variables) Open PAM
terms, also called processes, is denoted by PAM (ranged over by P, Q, ...). In the rest
of this paper we concentrate on PAM terms, unless differently specified.
Process nil denotes a terminated process. By prefixing a term P with an action
a, we get a process term a .P which can do an action a and then behaves like P;
wait n .P denotes a process which can internally evolve for n # N+ time units and
then behaves like process P. P+Q denotes alternative composition of P and Q.
P | Q, the parallel composition of P and Q, is the process which can perform any
interleaving of the actions of P and Q or synchronizations whenever P and Q can
perform complementary actions. P"C is a process which behaves like P but actions
in C, or their co-actions, are forbidden. P[8] behaves like P but its actions are
relabeled according to a duration preserving (2(a)=2(8(a)) for every a # Act)
relabeling function 8. Finally, rec x .P is used for recursive definitions. For the sake
of simplicity, terminal nil ’s can be omitted; e.g., a+b .c stands for a .nil+b .c .nil.
The cIpa Operational Semantics
The assumptions behind the theory of processes with durational actions proposed
in [AM93, AM95] are the following:
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3 It has to be noted that cIpa is originally defined over a dense time domain, namely n # R+, where
R+ denotes the positive reals. Our restriction is needed because we are going to compare cIpa with
TCCS which is a discrete-time process algebra (with time domain N).
(1) Maximal Parallelism. Whenever a new sequential subprocess is
activated, there is always a processor free, ready to execute it. In other words, there
is never the need of serializing parallel computations.
(2) Eagerness. There is no time-passing in between the execution of actions
from the same subprocess; equivalently actions happen as soon as possible.
(3) Static duration. The amount of time needed for the execution of a par-
ticular action is fixed once and for all on the basis of the features of the chosen
machine. Action duration functions (ranged over by 2, 1, ...), 2 : A  N+
(2 : A  R+ in the original cIpa), are introduced which associate to each action the
positive natural number of time units needed for its execution. The duration 2(a)
of action a # A will be assumed to be nonzero4 and constant over all occurrences
of a. 2 is extended to Act by defining 2(a )=2(a).
PAM is equipped with an SOS semantics in terms of labeled transition systems the
states of which are terms of a syntax extending that of processes with a local clock
prefixing operator, n O , which records the evolution of different parts of a
distributed state.
Definition 2.1. The states are terms generated by the syntax
d ::=n O nil | n O a .P | n O wait n$ .P | n O rec x .P | d+d | d |d | d"C | d[8]
where P, rec x .P # PAM , n # N, n$ # N+ and CAct. The set of states is denoted by
SAM (ranged over by d1 , d2 , ...).
In order to define a simple operational semantics the shorthand expression n O P
is used to mean that n distributes over the operators, till the sequential components.
The equations in Table 1, called clock distribution equations, show that a term
n O P can be reduced to a canonical state, when interpreting these equations as
rewrite rules from left to right.
Each transition is of the form ww
+n
$
, meaning that timed state d becomes timed
state d $ by performing an action +, of duration $, at time t. This transition relation
is given through a set of inference rules listed in Table 2. It is worthwhile observing
that these rules are parametric w.r.t. the chosen duration function 2. Hence, to be
precise, we should write 2 . For the sake of simplicity, the subscript will always
be omitted whenever clear from the context.
A few comments on the rules in Table 2 are now in order. The rule for action
prefixing Act, states that state n O a .P starts the execution of action a at time n and
ends at time n+2(a). The rule for Wait is similar. Rules Sum1 (Sum2), Rec, Res,
and Rel for alternative composition, recursion, restriction, and relabeling are as
usual. Rule Par1 (Par2) for the asynchronous execution of an action + from the left
(right) subprocess in a parallel composition is almost standard. Notice that during
a computation only the local clock of the subprocess responsible for the action
execution is actually increased; the other ones are uneffected. Synch rule, dealing
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4 Hence, processes which can do an infinite number actions in a finite interval of time, also called
Zeno-processes, cannot be built in cIpa.
TABLE 1
Clock Distribution Equations
n O (P | Q) = (n O P) | (n O Q)
n O (P"C ) = (n O P)"C
n O (P+Q) = (n O P)+(n O Q)
n O (P[8]) = (n O P)[8]
with synchronization, says that two partners can synchronize if they are able to
perform complementary actions exactly at the same time.
On top of the transition system for PAM , timed equivalence has been defined by
Aceto and Murphy [AM93, AM95]. This equivalence relation is based on the
branching bisimulation style of van Glabbek and Weijland [GW89]. However, to
show that cIpa and TCCS are strictly related, we will provide (see Section 3) the
former algebra with a new transitional semantics. Moreover, to make the
comparison smoother, cIpa processes will be compared according to the classic
notion of strong bisimulation (indeed, this is the equivalence defined by Moller and
Tofts in [MT90]).
2.2. A Theory of Timed Processes with Durationless Actions
The calculus TCCS
The set of processes, denoted by PMT (ranged over by p, q, ...), are the closed (i.e.,
without free variables) and guarded (i.e., variable x in a rec x.p term can only
appear within a + .  prefix or a (n) prefix) terms generated by the grammar below:
p :=0 | + .p | (n) .p | p+ p | p| p | p"C | p[8] | x | rec x .p
where + # Act, CAct, and n # N+.
Process 0 represents the nil process; here 0 cannot perform any action and
cannot proceed through time. + .p is the process that can perform an instantaneous
TABLE 2
The Structural Rules for CIPA
Act
n O a .P wwan
2(a)
(n+2(a)) O P
Wait
n O wait n$ .P ww{n
n$
(n+n$) O P
Sum1
d1 ww
+t
$
d
d1+d2 ww
+t
$
d
Sum2
d2 ww
+t
$
d
d1+d2 ww
+t
$
d
Par1
d1 ww
+t
$
d $1
d1 | d2 ww
+t
$
d $1 | d2
Par2
d2 ww
+t
$
d $2
d1 | d2 ww
+t
$
d1 | d $2
Synch
d1 ww
an
2(a)
d $1 , d2 ww
a n
2(a)
d $2
d1 | d2 ww
{n
2(a)
d $1 | d $2
Res
d ww+t
$
d $
d"C ww+t
$
d $"C
+, +  C Rel
d ww+t
$
d $
d[8] www8(+)t
$
d $[8]
Rec
n O P[rec x .Px] ww+t
$
d
n O rec x .P ww+t
$
d
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action + and then evolve into process p; (n) .p is the process which will evolve into
process p after exactly n units of time. It is worth noting that (t) .p does not
correspond to the cIpa process wait t .p. This is because wait t .p is just a timed
version of the CCS untimed { .p and, in fact, it is possible to think of wait t .p as
an abbreviation for (a | a .p)"[a] (where a is not free in p and 2(a)=t). This
immediately leads to distinguish ‘‘a choice followed by a wait’’ and ‘‘a wait followed
by a choice’’; i.e., wait t .p+wait t .q is different from wait t . ( p+q) (the timed
version of the distinction between { .p+{ .q and { . ( p+q)). TCCS, instead, does not
allow the ‘‘passage of time to decide a choice’’ and, hence, we will have
(n) .p+(n) .q equivalent to (n) . ( p+q). p+q is the nondeterministic choice between
p and q. Any initial passage of time must be allowed by both p and q. Parallel
composition ( p | q), restriction ( p"C), relabeling ( p[8]) and recursive definitions
(rec x.p) are also present.5
The TCCS Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of TCCS is given through two transition relations.
The first one, p + p$, is concerned with the execution of basic actions and is the
least relation which satisfies the inference rules in Table 3 (it is very similar to the
standard CCS transition relation).
The other one, p t p$, is concerned with the elapsing of time during a process
execution and is the least relation which satisfies the inference rules in Table 4.
Transition relation t holds what Wang Yi calls ‘‘time continuity’’ in [Yi90]. He
has proven time continuity in a calculus implementing the so-called ‘‘maximal
progress’’ (maximal progress forces only invisible actions to be performed urgently).
Proposition 2.1. Let p be a PMT term and s, t1. Then: p tttt|
s+t q if and only if
there exists p1 such that p 
s p1 and p1 
t q.
Proof. Assume p tttt|s+t q and prove that there exists p1 such that p 
s p1 and
p1 
t q. The proof is by induction on the depth of the proof of transition p tttt|s+t q.
We proceed by case analysis on the structure of p:
(a) p=0. This case is not possible because time cannot pass.
(b) p=a .p$. Similar to case (a).
(c) p=(n) .p$. First of all assume ns+t. In this case p tttt|s+t q with q= p$
if n=s+t and q=(n&s&t) .p$ if n>s+t. Then (n) .p$ s s(n&s) .p$ and
(n&s) .p$ t q. Assume n<s+t. By the operational semantics (n) .p$ tttt|s+t q if
p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q. Assume sn. Then (n) .p$ s p" with p"= p$ if n=s and p"=(n&s) .p$
if n>s. If n=s, then we have (n) .p$ s p$ and p$ t q. If s<n, then by the opera-
tional semantics we have (n) .p$ s (n&s) .p$ and (n&s) .p$ tttt|n&s p$. Thus, by
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5 The whole TCCS process algebra (as defined in [MT90]) is obtained by extending the introduced
syntax with two further process constructors: $ .p and pq. $ .p denotes a process which can delay the
execution of process p arbitrarily long, while pq is another nondeterministic composition, where the
choice between p and q can be solved by both basic actions and time passing. We do not introduce these
operators here; the present syntax is enough for our codings.
TABLE 3
The Structural Rules for Action Execution in TCCS
BAct
a .p a p
BTau
{ .p { p
BSum1
p + p$
p+q + p$
BSum2
q + q$
p+q + q$
BPar1
p + p$
p | q + p$ | q
BPar2
q + q$
p | q + p | q$
BSynch
p a p$, q a q$
p | q { p$ | q
BRec
p[rec x .px] + p$
rec x .p + p$
BRes
p + p$
p"C + p$"C
+, +  C BRel
p + p$
p[8] ww8(+) p$[8]
(n&s) .p$ tttt|n&s p$ and p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q we also have (n&s) .p$ t q and, hence,
(n) .p$ s (n&s) .p$ and (n&s) .p$ t q. Finally assume s>n. By induction
hypothesis p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q implies p$ tttt|s&n p1 and p1 
t q. By (n) .p ^n p$ and p$ tttt|s&n p1
implies (n) .p s p1 and, hence, (n) .p 
s p1 and p1 
t q.
(d) p=rec x .p. By the operational semantics p tttt|s+t q if p[rec x .px]tttt|s+t q.
By induction hypothesis p[rec x .px] tttt|s+t q implies p[rec x .px] s p1 and p1 
t q.
Thus also p s p1 and p1 
t q.
(e) p= p3 | p4 . Then p3 | p4 tttt|
s+t q3 | q4 if p3 tttt|
s+t q3 and p4 tttt|
s+t q4 . By
induction hypothesis there are p5 and p6 such that p3 
s p5 and p5 
t q3 and
p4 
s p6 and p6 
t q4 . Then p3 | p4 
s p5 | p6 and p5 | p6 
t q3 | q4 .
(f ) Cases p= p3+ p4 , p= p3"C, and p= p3[8] are similar to case (e).
Now assume p s p1 and p1 
t q and prove that p tttt|s+t q. By induction on the
depth of the proof of transition p s p1 . We proceed by case analysis on the struc-
ture of p. We just distinguish cases p=(n) .p$ and p=rec x .p because the other ones
are similar:
(a) p=(n) .p$. First of all assume ns+t. In this case (n) .p$ s (n&s) .p$
and (n&s) .p$ t q with q= p$ if n=s+t and q=(n&s&t) .p$ if n>s+t. Clearly
(n) .p$ tttt|s+t q. Let n<s+t. Then we can have either sn or s>n. Assume sn. If
TABLE 4
The Structural Rules for Times Passing in TCCS
TSum
p t p$ and q t q$
p+q t p$+q$
TPar
p t p$ and q t q$
p | q t p$ | q$
TDec
(s+t) .p s (t) .p
TFin
(t) .p t p
TFur
p s p$
(t) .p tttt|s+t p$
TRec
p[rec x .px] t p$
rec x .p t p$
TRes
p t p$
p"C t p$"C
TRel
p t p$
p[8] t p$[8]
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s=n then by (n) .p$ s p$ and p$ t q we immediately have (n) .p$ tttt|s+t q. If s<n
then we have (n) .p$ s (n&s) .p$ and (n&s) .p$ t q. The latter transition is possible
if p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q. Thus, by (n) .p$ n p$ and p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q, we also have (n) .p$ tttt|s+t q.
Assume s>n. By the operational semantics (n) .p$ s p1 and p1 
t q where
(n) .p$ s p1 is possible if p$ tttt|
n&s p1 . By induction hypothesis p$ tttt|
n&s p1 and p1 
t q
imply p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q. Moreover, (n) .p$ n p$ and p$ ttttttt|s+t&n q imply (n) .p$ tttt|s+t q.
(b) p=rec x .p. By the operational semantics p s p1 and p1 
t q if
p[rec x .px] s p1 and p1 
t q. By induction hypothesis p[rec x .px] tttt|s+t q and,
hence, also rec x . p tttt|s+t q. K
A corollary of the above proposition is the following.
Corollary 2.1. Let p be a PMT term and t2. Then: p1 
t pt+1 if and only if
there are p2 , } } } , pt such that p1 
1 p2 } } } pt 
1 pt+1 .
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The basis step is t=2. By Proposition
2.1, p1 tttt|
1+1 p3 if and only if there exists p2 such that p1 
1 p2 and p2 
1 p3 . Assume
the statement when t=n>2 and prove it for t=n+1. By Proposition 2.1,
p1 tttt|
n+1 pn+2 if and only if there exists pn+1 such that p1 
n pn+1 and pn+1 
1 pn+2 .
By induction hypothesis p1 
n pn+1 if and only if there are p2 , } } } , pn such that
p1 
1 p2 } } } pn 
1 pn+1 . By pn+1 
1 pn+2 the statement follows. K
Another useful property of the TCCS operational semantics states that
rec x . (1) .x can let every amount of time t # N+ to pass.
Lemma 2.1. For every t # N+, rec x . (1) .x t rec x . (1) .x.
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The basis step is t=1. By rule TRec
in Table 4, rec x . (1) .x 1 rec x . (1) .x is derivable because (1) . rec x . (1) .x
1 rec x . (1) .x is derivable by rule TFin in the same table.
Assume the statement when t=n>1 and prove it for t=n+1. By rule TRec we
have to show that (1) . rec x . (1) .x tttt|n+1 rec x . (1) .x is derivable. By induction
hypothesis we can assume rec x . (1) .x n rec x . (1) .x. Thus the statement
immediately follows by rule TFur. K
On top of the transition relations p + p$ and p t p$ a strong bisimulation-based
relation over PMT is defined [MT90].
Definition 2.2 (T-Equivalence). 1. A binary relation R over PMT is a
T-bisimulation if and only if for each ( p, q) # R:
(a) p + p$ implies q + q$ and ( p$, q$) # R;
(b) q + q$ implies p + p$ and ( p$, q$) # R;
(c) p t p$ implies q t q$ and ( p$, q$) # R;
(d) q t q$ implies p t p$ and ( p$, q$) # R.
2. Two PMT processes p and q are T-equivalent, ptMT q, if and only if there
exists a T-bisimulation R such that ( p, q) # R.
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TABLE 5
Time Distribution Equations
and Unfolding
(n) . (p | q) =(n) .p | (n) .q
(n) . (p"C ) =((n) .p)"C
(n) . (p+q) =(n) .p+(n) .q
(n) . (p[8]) =((n) .p)[8]
rec x .p =p[rec x .px]
Let & denote the least congruence over PMT which satisfies the axioms in
Table 5. It will be useful in the rest of this paper. Clearly, congruence & preserves
process transitions.
Lemma 2.2. Let p and q be PMT terms such that p&q. Then:
(1) p + p$ implies q + q$&p$;
(2) p t p$ implies q t q$&p$.
Proof. The proof of this statement is standard. We just need to prove that the
axioms in Table 5 hold item (1) and item (2). Then standard inductive arguments
of equational reasonings apply on general processes p and q such that p&q.
Item (1) can only be proven for axiom rec x .p= p[rec x .px]. Indeed, time-
guarded processes (those of the form (n) .p) cannot perform any basic action
initially. We should prove that rec x .p + p$ if and only if p[rec x .px] + p$. But
this immediately follows by rule BRec in Table 3.
Regarding item (2), we just prove the statement for axiom (n) . ( p | q)=
(n) .p | (n) .q. All the other axioms but rec x .p= p[rec x .px] follows by similar
lines. The proof for rec x .p= p[rec x .px] exploits rule TRec in Table 4. To prove
that processes (n) . ( p | q) and (n) .p | (n) .q hold item (2), we show that:
(a) tn implies (n) . ( p | q) t p$ if and only if (n) .p | (n) .q t p$, and
(b) t<n implies (n) . ( p | q) t p$ if and only if (n) .p | (n) .q t q$ where p$&q$.
Assume t=n. Then (n) . ( p | q) t p | q (by rule TFin in Table 4) if and only if
(n) .p | (n) .q t p | q (by rules TPar and TFin in Table 4). Assume t>n. Then
(n) . ( p | q) t p$ | q$ if and only if p | q tttt|t&n p$ | q$ (by rules TFin and TFur in Table
4) if and only if p tttt|t&n p$ and q tttt|t&n q$ (by rule TPar in Table 4) if and only if
(n) .p t p$ and (n) .q t q$ (by rules TFin and TFur in Table 4) if and only if
(n) .p | (n) .q t p$ | q$ (by rule TPar in Table 4). Thus item (a) holds.
To prove item (b) just observe that (n) . ( p | q) t (n&t) . ( p | q) (by rule TDec in
Table 4) if and only if (n) .p | (n) .q t (n&t) .p | (n&t) .q (by rules TPar and TDec
in Table 4). K
3. A WELL-TIMED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS FOR CIPA
The theory of processes with durational actions introduced in Section 2.1
presents the so-called ill-timed phenomena which allows observation traces that do
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FIG. 1. The transition system for a .b | c.
not respect the order given by time. We can explain this better with an example.
Consider PAM process a .b | c, where 2(a)=2, 2(b)=1, and 2(c)=3. When the two
parallel components are performed by two different processors an external observer
can see the execution of action a from time 0 to 2, the execution of action b from
time 2 to 3 and the execution of action c from time 0 to 3. According to the rules
in Table 2 the transition system associated with a .b | c starting at time 0 is that
depicted in Fig. 1. Notice that the leftmost path in the tree does not respect the
order given by time or, in other words, is ill-timed. Indeed, after observing the start-
ing of action a at time 0 and then the starting of action b at time 2, we can observe
the starting of action c at time 0 so that, in some sense, ‘‘time goes backward.’’
We now introduce a new operational semantics for cIpa that removes such traces
resulting in a well-timed operational semantics: every observation trace respects the
temporal order. The new transition relation is given in Table 6. The main difference
with the rules in Table 2 regards the operational description of the nondeterministic
and parallel composition. Rules Sum$1 , Sum$2 , Par$1 and Par$2 , indeed, say that a
TABLE 6
The Well-Timed Transition Rules for CIPA
Act$
n O a .P ww(a, n)
2(a)
(n+2(a)) O P
Wait$
n O wait n$ .P ww({, n)
n$
(n+n$) O P
Sum$1
d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d, c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $ and t$<t)
d1+d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d
Sum$2
d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d, c(d1 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $ and t$<t)
d1+d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d
Par$1
d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 , c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t)
d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 | d2
Par$2
d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 , c(d1 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $1 and t$<t)
d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d1 | d $2
Synch$
d1 ww
(a, n)
2(a)
d $1 , d2 ww
(a , n)
2(a)
d $2
d1 | d2 ww
({, n)
2(a)
d $1 | d $2
Res$
d ww( +, t)
$
d $
d"C ww( +, t)
$
d $"C
+, +  C Rel $
d ww( +, t)
$
d $
d[8] www(8(+), t)
$
d $[8]
Rec$
n O P[rec x .Px] ww( +, t)
$
d
n O rec x .P ww( +, t)
$
d
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FIG. 2. The well-timed transition system for a .b | c.
component of a nondeterministic or parallel composition can evolve by performing
some action at a certain time if the other ones cannot evolve earlier. In the case of
nondeterministic composition, rules Sum$1 and Sum$2 also say that early actions can
always disable later conflicting actions.
If we consider process a .b | c, the new transition relation gives rise to the
transition system in Fig. 2, where the ill-timed paths are removed.
3.1. On the Stratification of the Well-Timed Operational Semantics
The transition rules in Table 6, although defining well-timed transition systems,
introduce negative premises (see rules Sum$1 , Sum$2 , Par$1 , and Par$2). As shown in
[Gro93], transition rules with negative premises may be inconsistent. Moreover, it
is not always obvious how to define a transition relation from a set of transition
rules which include rules with negative premises. Thus, we have to show that the
rules in Table 6 are consistent and define a transition relation in a natural way.
This is shown by proving that our rules are stratified. The stratification technique
[Gro93] is a general method developed for this purpose. According to this tech-
nique, our set of rules is stratified if there exists a (stratification) function S from the
set of timed transitions to natural numbers, S : (SAM_Act{_N_N+_SAM)  N,
such that every inference rule
[dk ww
( +k , tk)
$k
d $k | k # K] _ [dl w3 w
( +l , tl)
$l
d $l | l # L]
d ww(+, t)
$
d $
holds:
(i) for all k # K, S(dk ww
( +k , tk)
$k
d $k)S(d ww
( +, t)
$
d $), and
(ii) for all l # L and d $l # SAM , S(dl w3 w
( +l , tl)
$l
d $l)<S(d ww
( +, t)
$
d $).
Define
S(d ww( +, t)
$
d $)=t;
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that is, the ‘‘complexity measure’’ of a transition d ww( +, t)
$
d $ is the time t at which
the transition is performed. We say that d ww( +, t)
$
d $ has stratification t.
Note that rules Act$, Wait$, Synch$, Res$, Rel $, and Rec$, which only have positive
premises, hold item (i), while rules Sum$1 , Sum$2 , Par$1 , and Par$2 , which also include
negative premises hold item (ii). It follows that S(d ww( +, t)
$
d $)=t is a stratification
function and our set of rules is stratified.
Groote also suggests how to build the transition relation from a set of rules
stratified by a stratification S. The construction of the transition relation  from
a set of rules is as follows: put in  all those transitions which have stratification
0 and can be ‘‘derived’’ using the rules which do not have negative premises. We
now know which transitions with stratification 0 are not in . We use this informa-
tion to ‘‘derive’’ the transitions with stratification 1 which are in  . Continue, in
this way, for all strata.
3.2. Some Other Properties of the Well-Timed Operational Semantics
The following proposition establishes some nice properties of the new transition
relation. First of all we prove that the new transition relation is consistent with the
cIpa original one. Then, we prove that the time increases as the computation
proceeds (so that only well-timed traces are considered). Finally, we prove that
actions in our calculus are urgent (they are performed as soon as they can).
Proposition 3.1. Let d # SAM . Then:
(1) d ww( +, t)
$
d $ implies d ww+t
$
d $ (Consistency)
(2) d ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $ and d $ ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d" imply t1t2 (Well-Timedness)
(3) d ww( +, t)
$
d $ implies c(d ww(#, t$)
$$
d" with t$<t) (Urgency).
Proof. We just prove items (1) and (2). The proof of item (3) is similar.
Item (1) is proven by induction on the depth of the proof of transition d ww( +, t)
$
d $.
We proceed by case analysis on the structure of d:
(a) d=t O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=t O a .P. Then t O a .P ww(a, t)
2(a)
(t+2(a)) O P implies t O a .P wat
2(a)
(t+2(a)) O P.
(c) d=t O wait n .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=d1+d2 . Assume d1+d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $ if d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $ and c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $and
t$<t) (if d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $ the proof is similar). By induction hypothesis d1 w
+t
$
d $ and by
rule Sum1 in Table 2, d1+d2 w
+t
$
d $ immediately follows.
(e) Cases d=d1 | d2 , d=d1[8], and d=d1 "C are similar to case (d).
(f ) d=t O rec x .P. Assume t O rec x .P ww( +, t)
$
d $ if t O P[rec x .Px]
ww( +, t)
$
d $. By induction hypothesis t O P[rec x .Px] w+t
$
d $ and by rule Rec in
Table 2, t O rec x .P w+t
$
d $ immediately follows.
Item (2) is proven by induction on the depth of the proof of transition
d ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $. The proof proceeds by case analysis on the structure of d:
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(a) d=t O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=t1 O a .P. Then t1 O a .P ww
(a, t1)
2(a)
(t1+2(a)) O P. By the rules in
Table 6 and simple inductive reasonings it is not difficult to prove that if state
(t1+2(a)) O P performs an action +2 at time t2 then t2=t1+2(a). Hence t1t2 .
(c) d=t1 O wait n .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=d1+d2 . Assume d1+d2 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $ if d1 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $ and c(d2 ww
(#, t$1)
$ $1
d $2
and t$1<t1) (if d2 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $ the proof is similar). By induction hypothesis
d1 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $ and d $ ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d" imply t1t2 . Thus the statement holds also for
d1+d2 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $ and d $ ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d".
(e) d=d1 |d2 . Assume d1 | d2 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 | d2 if d1 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 and c(d2 ww
(#, t$1)
$ $1
d $2
and t$1<t1) (if d2 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $2 or d1 ww
(a, t1)
$1
d $1 and d2 ww
(a , t1)
$2
d $2 the proof is similar). By
induction hypothesis d1 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 and d $1 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d"1 imply t1t2 . Consider a
transition d $1 | d2 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d". We distinguish three cases:
(i) d $1 | d2 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d"1 | d2 if d $1 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d"1 . By induction hypothesis t1t2 .
(ii) d $1 | d2 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d $1 | d $2 if d2 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d $2 . Then t1t2 because, otherwise,
we would contradict hypothesis c(d2 ww
(#, t$1)
$ $1
d $2 and t$1<t1).
(iii) d $1 | d2 ww
({, t2)
2(a)
d"1 | d $2 if d $1 ww
(a, t2)
2(a)
d"1 and d2 ww
(a , t2)
2(a)
d $2 . Then t1t2 follows
as in item (i).
(f) Cases d=t O rec x .P, d=d1[8] and d=d1 "C follow by similar
inductive reasonings. K
3.3. Timed Bisimulation
On top of the well-timed transition system for cIpa a strong bisimulation-based
equivalence can be defined. This equivalence relates processes that can perform the
same actions at the same time and allows a smoother comparison with the one in
[MT90].
Definition 3.1 (Timed Equivalence). 1. A binary relation R over SAM is a
timed bisimulation if and only if for each (d1 , d2) # R:
(a) d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 implies d2 ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $2 and (d $1 , d $2) # R;
(b) d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 implies d1 ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $1 and (d $1 , d $2) # R.
2. Two timed states d1 and d2 are timed equivalent, d1 tAM d2 , if and only if
there exists a timed bisimulation R such that (d1 , d2) # R.
3. Two PAM processes P, Q are timed equivalent, PtAM Q, if and only if
0 O PtAM 0 O Q.
When 2 is clear from the context, we omit the superscript 2, as in d1 tAM d2 and
PtAM Q.
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4. TRANSLATING PAM PROCESSES INTO PMT PROCESSES
We are now ready to state our main results. We prove that cIpa and TCCS,
different in several respects, are actually strictly related. We first introduce a map-
ping  from PAM terms to PMT terms, and then we prove that two PAM processes
are timed equivalent if and only if their translations are T-equivalent. In more
detail, we prove the statement:
Let P, Q # PAM . Then, PtAM Q if and only if 6PtMT 6Q.
We start by defining our mapping 6 : PAM  PMT . This will be exploited to
define a mapping from timed states to PMT processes.
Definition 4.1. Let 6 : PAM  PMT be defined by the rules:
6nil = rec x . (1) .x 6P+Q = 6P+6Q
6a .P = a . (2(a)) .6P 6P | Q = 6P | 6Q
6wait n .P = { . (n) .6P 6P"C = 6P"C
6P[8] = 6P[8]
6x = x
6rec x .P = rec x .6P.
A few words on the mapping are now in order. PAM process nil cannot be
mapped into PMT process 0. The former process, indeed, behaves as the unit for
parallel composition and nondeterministic choice, while the latter one behaves as
an annihilitor when composed in parallel or in choice with time-guarded processes.
This is because 0 cannot perform neither basic actions, nor time passing actions. To
give an example, consider PAM process nil | a .b. When starting at time 0, it performs
an action a (of duration 2(a)) at time 0 followed by an action b (of duration 2(b))
at time 2(a). By mapping nil into 0 we would have 6nil | a .b=0 | a . (2(a)) .
b . (2(b)) .0. This process can only perform an action a. Indeed, after the execution
of such an action, it reaches a deadlock state.6 In order to find a PMT process that
behaves like PAM process nil, we need a process which allows any amount of time
to pass and cannot perform any basic action. This is the reason why we have
chosen rec x . (1) .x (see Lemma 2.1). Alternatively, we could take $.0 (see Footnote
5) which has the same intended behavior ($ .0 t $ .0) but, since cIpa is an eager
calculus, we are interested in mapping cIpa into the purely eager fragment of
TCCS.
Consider now PAM process a .P. This process can perform an action a, of dura-
tion 2(a), at time 0. Then, at time 2(a), it starts the execution of P. We map a .P
into a process that can perform a durationless action a, followed by a relative delay
of 2(a) time units, after which it becomes 6P. Hence, 6a .P=a . (2(a)) .6P.
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6 This would lead our main statement to fail because, for instance, processes nil | a .b and nil | a are
such that 6nil | a .btMT 6nil | a while, clearly, nil | a .bt% AM nil | a.
FIG. 3. The Transition System of PMT process 6a .b | c.
Similarly, a wait of n time units followed by a process P, wait n .P, is mapped into
a process that performs an instantaneous { action followed by a relative delay of n
time units after which it becomes 6P. Hence, 6wait n .P={ . (n) .6P.
Mapping  is then extended homomorphically over all the others operators.
Example 4.1. Consider process a .b | c, where 2(a)=2, 2(b)=1, and 2(c)=3.
Function  applied to this process gives 6a .b | c=a . (2) .b . (1) . rec x . (1) .
x | c . (3) . rec x . (1) .x, the transition system of which is reported in Fig. 3.
Unfortunately, our main statement does not hold for the whole PAM language but
for the subset of restriction-free PAM processes. The following proposition shows a
pair of processes P and Q such that 6P and 6Q are related by T-equivalence
while P and Q are not related by timed equivalence. The reasons for this drawback
are similar to those for which process nil cannot be mapped into 0.
Proposition 4.1. There are PAM processes P and Q such that 6PtMT 6Q
but not PtAM Q.
Proof. Consider the pair of processes P=a"[a] | b .c and Q=a"[a] | b that are
such that 6PtMT 6Q but not PtAM Q.
In the rest of this section, due to Proposition 4.1, we will concentrate on the sub-
set of restriction-free PAM (Open PAM) processes, denoted by PrfAM (Open P
rf
AM) and,
hence, also on the corresponding subset of restriction-free timed states, denoted by
SrfAM .
Since tAM is defined over timed states (SAM terms) we need to translate timed
states into PMT processes. The next definition introduces this further mapping which
exploits 6.
Definition 4.2. Let D : SrfAM  PMT be the least relation which satisfies the
rules:
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Dn O nil = (n) .6nil n>0 Dd1 +d2 = Dd1+Dd2
D0 O nil = 6nil Dd1 | d2 = Dd1 | Dd2
Dn O a .P = (n) .6a .P n>0 Dd[8] = Dd[8]
D0 O a .P = 6a .P
Dn O wait n .P = (n) .6wait n .P n>0
D0 O wait n .P = 6wait n .P
Dn O rec x .P = (n) .6rec x .P n>0
D0 O rec x .P = 6rec x .P
Then we need a little more terminology to relate the states of the transition
system associated to a timed state d # SrfAM and those corresponding to its trans-
lated version Dd. This will be a significant progress in proving our main
statement. Consider the transition systems in Fig. 2 and that in Fig. 3. Note that
states and transitions are strictly related. For instance, it is easy to be convinced
that state (2) .b . (1) . rec x . (1) .x | (3) . rec x . (1) .x in the leftmost path of the trans-
ition system in Fig. 3 corresponds to state 2 O b | 3 O nil in the leftmost path of the
transition system in Fig. 1; and, indeed, D2 O b | 3 O nil=(2) .b . (1) . rec x .
(1) .x | (3) . rec x . (1) .x.
However, also b . (1) . rec x . (1) .x | (1) . rec x . (1) .x is in some way related to
D2 O b | 3 O nil (even if D2 O b | 3 O nil is not exactly b . (1) . rec x . (1) .x | (1) .
rec x . (1) .x); the latter state can be obtained by the former one by performing a

2
-transition (or, equivalently, two subsequents 
1
-transitions). Note that 2 in
2 O b | 3 O nil corresponds to the least local clock for which a transition is enabled
(a b-transition, in this case).
The following two definitions allow us to properly relate timed states and PMT
processes as, for instance, 2 O b | 3 O nil and b . (1) . rec x . (1) .x | (1) . rec x . (1) .x.
First of all, we say when a timed state and a natural number are related that
roughly speaking, d # SrfAM and n # N are related if after decreasing each local clock
m O  appearing in d of exactly n time units, we still have a term in SrfAM (i.e., a
timed state). Since nil, in cIpa, does not stop the time, n O nil is related to each
natural number.
Definition 4.3. Let wfSrfAM_N be the least relation which satisfies the
inference rules:
t # N
wf (n O nil, t)
tn
wf (n O a .P, t)
tn
wf (n O wait n$ .P, t)
tn
wf (n O rec x .P, t)
wf (d1 , n) and wf (d2 , n)
wf (d1 +d2 , n)
wf (d1 , n) and wf (d2 , n)
wf (d1 | d2 , n)
wf (d, n)
wf (d[8], n)
Then an updating function up : SrfAM_N  S
rf
AM is defined which, given a timed
state d # SrfAM and a natural number n such that wf (d, n), returns the timed state
d $, obtained by decreasing each local clock m O  appearing in d of n time units.
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Definition 4.4. Let up : SrfAM_N  S
rf
AM be the least function which satisfies
the inference rules:
up(n O nil, t) = (n&t) O nil nt up(d1 +d2 , t) = up(d1 , t)+up(d2 , t)
up(n O nil, t) = 0 O nil n<t up(d1 | d2 , t) = up(d1 , t) | up(d2 , t)
up(n O a .P, t) = (n&t) O a .P nt up(d[8], t) = up(d, t)[8]
up(n O wait n .P, t) = (n&t) O wait n .P nt
up(n O rec x .P, t) = (n&t) O rec x .P nt
4.1. Useful Properties of the Translating Functions
Some simple properties, regarding our translating functions, are now established.
The first one is reassuring; wf (d, t) implies Dup(d, t) is a process in PMT .
Proposition 4.2. Let d # SrfAM and t # N such that wf (d, t). Then
Dup(d, t) # PMT .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of d.
(a) d=n O nil. We distinguish two cases: nt and n<t.
If nt then up(n O nil, t)=(n&t) O nil. Thus, D(n&t) O nil=(n&t) .
6nil if n>t and D(n&t) O nil=6nil if n=t. Both (n&t) .6nil and
6nil are PMT processes since 6nil # PMT .
If n<t then up(n O nil, t)=0 O nil and D0 O nil=6nil which is a PMT
process.
(b) d=n O a .P. wf (d, t) implies tn and, hence, up(n O a .P, t)=(n&t) O
a .P. Then D(n&t) O a .P=(n&t) .6a .P if n>t and D(n&t) O a .P=
6a .P if n=t. Both (n&t) .6a .P and 6a .P are PMT processes since
6a .P is a PMT process.
(c) Cases d=n O wait n$ . P and d=n O rec x .P are similar to case (b).
(d) d=d1+d2 . wf (d, t) implies wf (d1 , t) and wf (d2 , t). By induction
hypothesis Dup(d1 , t) # PMT and Dup(d1 , t) # PMT . Thus, Dup(d1 , t)+
Dup(d1 , t)=Dup(d1 , t)+up(d1 , t)=Dup(d1+d2 , t) # PMT .
(e) Cases d=d1 | d2 and d=d1[8] are similar to case (d). K
Then we show that if wf (d, t), for some timed state d and natural number t, then
process Dd can perform at least t time units.
Proposition 4.3. Let d # SrfAM and t # N such that wf (d, t). Then either t=0 and
d=up(d, 0), or t>0 and Dd t p.
Proof. We just prove that t>0 implies Dd t p by induction on the structure
of d. Indeed, t=0 implies d=up(d, 0) immediately follows by Definition 4.4:
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(a) d=n O nil. We distinguish two cases: nt and n<t.
If nt then Dn O nil=(n) . rec x . (1) .x t (n&t) . rec x . (1) .x if n>t and
Dn O nil=(n) .rec x . (1) .x t rec x . (1) .x if n=t.
If n<t then, by rule TFur in Table 4 and Lemma 2.1, Dn O nil=
(n) . rec x . (1) .x t rec x . (1) .x.
(b) d=n O a .P. wf (d, t) implies tn. Thus, Dn O a .P=(n) .6a .P t
(n&t) .6a .P if n>t and Dn O a .P=(n) .6a .P t 6a .P if n=t.
(c) Cases d=n O wait n$. P and d=n O rec x .P are similar to case (b).
(d) d=d1+d2 . wf (d, t) implies wf (d1 , t) and wf (d2 , t). By induction
hypothesis Dd1 
t p1 and Dd2 
t p2 . Thus, also Dd1+d2=Dd1+Dd2
t p1+ p2 .
(e) Cases d=d1 | d2 and d=d1[8] are similar to case (d).
The following lemma shows that if wf (d, t) then every action a timed state d can
perform is observed at a time greater or equal than t.
Lemma 4.1. Let d # SrfAM and t # N such that wf (d, t). Then d ww
( +, t$)
$ $
d $ implies
t$t.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the depth of the proof of transition
d ww( +, t$)
$ $
d $. We proceed by case analysis on the structure of d:
(a) d=n O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=n O a .P. wf (d, t) implies tn. Thus, by rule Act$ in Table 6, n O
a .P ww(a, t$)
2(a)
(t$+2(a)) O P implies t$=n. Hence tt$ immediately follows.
(c) d=t O wait n .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=d1+d2 . wf (d, t) implies wf (d1 , t) and wf (d2 , t). Assume d1+d2
ww( +, t$)
$ $
d $ if d1 ww
( +, t$)
$ $
d $ and c(d2  ww
( #, t")
$"
d"and t"<t$) (if d2 ww
( +, t$)
$ $
d $ the proof is
similar). By induction hypothesis t$t.
(e) Cases d=d1 | d2 , d=t O rec x .P and d=d1[8] are similar to case (d). K
The following proposition states a typical property when dealing with transla-
tions. Conveniently, we prove it for Open PrfAM terms but it also holds for processes
since PrfAM is a proper subset of Open P
rf
AM .
Proposition 4.4. Let P # Open PrfAM , rec x .Q # P
rf
AM and y be a process
variable. Then 6P[rec x .Qy]=6P[rec x .6Qy].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of P:
(a) P=nil. By y  F(P) we immediately have 6nil[rec x .Qy]=6nil
and 6nil[rec x .6Qy]=6nil. Thus the statement holds.
(b) P=a .P1 . By induction hypothesis 6P1[rec x .Qy]=6P1[rec x .6
Qy]. Thus, 6(a .P1)[rec x .Qy]=6a . (P1[rec x .Qy])=a . (2(a)) .6P1
[rec x.Qy]=a.(2(a)).(6P1[rec x.6Qy])=(a.(2(a)).6P1)[rec x .6Qy]
=6a .P1[rec x .6Qy].
(c) P=wait n .P1 . This case is similar to case (b).
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(d) P=rec z .P1 . Assume z{ y; otherwise the proof proceeds as in case (a)
(since process variable y would be bound in rec y.P1). By induction hypothesis
6P1[rec x .Qy]=6P1[rec x .6Qy]. Thus, 6(rec z .P1)[rec x .Qy]=
6rec z.(P1[rec x.Qy])=rec z.6(P1[rec x.Qy])=rec z.(6P1[rec x.6Qy])
=(rec z .6P1 )[rec x .6Qy]=6rec z .P1[rec x .6Qy].
(e) P= y. Then 6y[rec x .Qy]=6rec x .Q=rec x .6Q=y[rec x .6
Qy]=6y[rec x .6Qy].
(f ) P=z with z{ y. This case is similar to case (a) since y  F(P).
(g) P=P1+P2 . By induction hypothesis assume both 6P1[rec x .Qy]=
6P1[rec x .6Qy] and 6P2[rec x .Qy]=6P2[rec x .6Qy]. Thus,
6(P1+P2)[rec x .Qy]=6(P1[rec x .Qy])+(P2[rec x .Qy])=6P1[rec x .
Qy]+6P2[rec x .Qy])=6P1[rec x .6Qy]+6P2[rec x .6Qy]=
(6P1+6P2 )[rec x .6Qy]=6P1+P2[rec x .6Qy].
(h) Cases P=P1 | P2 and P=P1[8] are similar to case (g). K
Some other simple properties are needed to prove our main statement.
Lemma 4.2. Let P # PrfAM and n, t # N. Then
(1) nt implies wf (n O P, t)
(2) Dup(n O P, t)=D(n&t) O P
(3) n>0 implies (n) .6P &Dup((n+t) O P, t)
(4) D0 O P=6P.
Proof. We just prove items (3) and (4) because the proofs of items (1) and (2)
are entirely similar, if not simpler. Item (3) is proven by induction on the structure
of P. Observe that, by Definition 4.4, up((n+t) O P, t)=n O P.
(a) P=nil. By Definition 4.2, Dup((n+t) O P, t)=Dn O P=Dn O nil
=(n) .6nil=(n) .6P.
(b) P=a .P1 . As initem(a), Dup((n+t) O P, t)=Dn O P=Dn O a .P1
=(n) .6a .P1=(n) .6P.
(c) Cases P=wait n .P1 and P=rec x .P1 are similar to the previous ones.
(d) P=P1+P2 . By induction hypothesis (n) .6P1 &Dup((n+t) O P1 , t)
and (n) .6P2 &Dup((n+t) O P2 , t). Hence, by Definition 4.1, by Definition
4.2, by Definition 4.4 and by the time distribution equations in Table 5, we have
(n) . 6P=(n) . 6P1+P2=(n) . (6P1 +6P2 ) & (n) .6P1+(n) .6P2)&
Dup((n+t) O P1 , t)+Dup((n+t) O P2 , t)=Dup((n+t) O P1 , t)+up((n+t)
O P2 , t)=Dup((n+t) O P1 +(n+t) O P2 , t)=Dup((n+t) O (P1+P2), t)
(e) Case P=P1 | P2 is similar to case (d).
(f ) P=P1[8]. By Definition 4.1, (n) .6P1[8]=(n) . (6P1[8]) and,
by the time distribution equations in Table 5, (n) . (6P1[8])=((n) .6P1 )[8].
By induction hypothesis (n) .6P1 &Dup((n+t) O P1 , t). Thus, ((n) .6P1 )
[8]&Dup((n+t) O P1 , t)[8]. By Dup((n+t) O P1 , t)[8]=Dup((n+t) O
P1[8], t) immediately follows by Definition 4.2 and by Definition 4.4.
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We now focus on item (4). The proof is by induction on the structure of P. Cases
P=nil, P=a .P1 , P=wait n .P1 and P=rec x .P1 are the basis cases and follow by
the definition of D. Let P=P1+P2 . Then D0 O P=D0 O (P1+P2)=
D(0 O P1)+(0 O P2)=D0 O P1+D0 O P2. By induction hypothesis
D0 O P1=6P1 and D0 O P2=6P2. Hence, D0 O P1+D0 O P2=
6P1+6P2=6P1+P2=6P. Cases P=P1 | P2 and P=P1[8] are
similar to the previous one.
4.2. Relating the Transitional Semantics of Timed States and Their Translations
The following three propositions are fundamental to prove our main statement.
The first one relates transitions out of Dup(d, t) and d. In particular, we show
that Dup(d, t) can perform a basic action + if and only if timed state d can
perform an action + at time t and duration $, for some $.
Proposition 4.5. Let d # SrfAM and t # N such that wf (d, t). Then:
(1) Dup(d, t) + p implies d ww( +, t)
$
d $, wf (d $, t) and p&Dup(d $, t);
(2) d ww( +, t)
$
d $ implies Dup(d, t) + p, wf (d $, t) and p&Dup(d $, t).
Proof. We just prove item (1) because item (2) is completely similar. The proof
is by induction on the depth of the proof of Dup(d, t) + p. We proceed by case
analysis on the structure of d:
(a) d=n O nil. This case is not possible because Dup(d, t) cannot
perform any basic action.
(b) d=n O a .P. By wf (d, t) we have nt. Consider Dup(d, t)=
Dup(n O a .P, t)=(n&t) .6a .P if n>t or Dup(d, t)=6a .P if n=t. The
former case is not possible since (n&t) .6a .P cannot perform any basic action
initially. Thus, it must be n=t. In this case 6a .P a (2(a)) .6P. Then n O a .P
ww(a, n)
2(a)
(n+2(a)) O P. By Lemma 4.2(1) it is wf ((n+2(a)) O P, t) and by Lemma
4.2(3) it is (2(a)) .6P &Dup((n+2(a)) O P, n).
(c) d=n O wait n$ .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=n O rec x .P. By wf (d, t) we have nt. As above let Dup(d, t)=
Dup(n O rec x .P, t)=(n&t) .6rec x .P if n>t or Dup(d, t)=6rec x .P if
n=t. The former case is not possible since (n&t) .6rec x .P cannot perform any
basic action initially. Thus, assume must be n=t and Dup(d, t)=6rec x .P=
rec x .6P and rec x .6P + p if 6P[rec x .6Px] + p. By Lemma 4.2(1)
we have wf (n O rec x.6P, n) and by Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.2(4), 6P
[rec x .6Px]=6P[rec x .Px]=Dup(n O P[rec x .Px], n) + p. By induc-
tion hypothesis n O P[rec x .Px] ww(+, n)
2(a)
d, p&Dup(d, n) and wf (d, n). Thus also
n O rec x .P ww(+, n)
2(a)
d, p&Dup(d, n) and wf (d, n).
(e) d=d1+d2 . By wf (d1+d2 , t) we have wf (d1 , t) and wf (d2 , t). Consider
Dup(d1+d2 , t)=Dup(d1 , t)+up(d2 , t)=Dup(d1 , t)+Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p if
Dup(d1 , t) 
+ p (if Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p the proof is similar). By induction hypothesis
d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 , wf (d $1 , t) and p&Dup(d $1 , t). In order to conclude that d1+d2
ww( +, t)
$
d $1 we have to show that c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t). By Lemma 4.1, wf (d2 , t)
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implies that for every d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 it is t$t. Thus, d1+d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 is derivable and
wf (d $1 , t), p&Dup(d $1 , t) follow by induction hypothesis.
(f ) d=d1 | d2 . By wf (d1 | d2 , t) we have wf (d1 , t) and wf (d2 , t). Consider
Dup(d1 | d2 , t)=Dup(d1 , t) | up(d2 , t)=Dup(d1 , t) | Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p. We
distinguish three cases for Dup(d1 , t) | Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p:
(1) Dup(d1 , t) | Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p if Dup(d1 , t) 
+ p1 and p=p1 | D
up(d2 , t). By induction hypothesis d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 , wf (d $1 , t), and p1 &Dup(d $1 , t).
By wf (d2 , t) and Lemma 4.1 we have c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $1 and t$<t). It follows that
d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 | d2 is derivable, wf (d $1 | d2 , t) and p1 | Dup(d2 , t) &Dup(d $1 , t) |
Dup(d2 , t) follow by induction hypothesis.
(2) Dup(d1 , t) | Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p if Dup(d2 , t) 
+ p2 and p=D
up(d1 , t) | p2 is similar to the previous case.
(3) Dup(d1 , t) | Dup(d2 , t) 
{ p if Dup(d1 , t) 
a p1 , Dup(d2 , t)
a p2 and p=p1 | p2 . By induction hypothesis d1 ww
(a, t)
$
d $1 , wf (d $1 , t), and p1 &
Dup(d $1 , t). Similarly d2 ww
(a , t)
$
d $2 , wf (d $2 , t), and p2 &Dup(d $2 , t). Thus d1 | d2
ww
({, t)
$
d $1 | d $2 , wf (d $1 | d $2 , t), and p1 | p2 &Dup(d $1 , t) | Dup(d $2 , t).
(g) d=d1[8]. By wf (d1[8], t) we have wf (d1 , t). Let Dup(d1[8], t)=
Dup(d1 , t)[8]=Dup(d1 , t)[8] ww
8(+) p[8] if Dup(d1 , t) 
+ p. By induction
hypothesis d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 , wf (d $1 , t), and p&Dup(d $1 , t). Then also d1[8] www
(8(+), t)
$
d $1[8], wf (d $1[8], t), and p[8]&Dup(d $1 , t)[8]=Dup(d $1[8], t). K
The next proposition shows that if process Dup(d, t) in PMT can let a unit of
time pass, Dup(d, t) 1 p, then (i) Dup(d, t) cannot perform any basic action #
and (ii) timed state d cannot perform basic actions at a time t$t.
Proposition 4.6. Let d # SrfAM and t # N such that wf (d, t). Then
Dup(d, t) 1 p implies Dup(d, t) w3 
#
p$ for any # and p$, and d w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for any
+, d $ and t$t. Moreover, wf (d, t+1) and p&Dup(d, t+1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of the proof of Dup(d, t) 1 p.
We proceed by case analysis on the structure of d:
(a) d=n O nil. We have two cases to distinguish:
(1) tn. Then Dup(d, t)=D0 O nil=6nil=rec x . (1) .x 1 rec x .
(1) .x. Clearly, Dup(n O nil, t) w3 
#
p$, n O nil w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for t$t, wf (n O nil, t+1)
and rec x . (1) .x&Dup(n O nil, t+1).
(2) t<n. Then Dup(d, t)=(n&t) . rec x . (1) .x 1 p, where p=(n&
t&1).rec x . (1) .x if n&t&1>0 and p=rec x . (1) .x if n&t&1=0. Clearly,
Dup(n O nil, t) w3 
#
p$, n O nil w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for t$t, wf (n O nil, t+1) and p&Dup
(n O nil, t+1), since Dup(n O nil, t+1)=(n&t) . rec x . (1) .x if n&t&1>0 and
Dup(n O nil, t+1)=rec x . (1) .x if n&t&1=0.
(b) d=n O a .P. By wf (d, t) we have nt. Again we have two cases to
distinguish:
(1) n>t. Then Dup(n O a .P, t)=(n&t) .6a .P 1 p, where p=(n&
t&1).6a .P if n&t&1>0 and p=6a .P if n&t&1=0. By n>t we
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immediately have Dup(n O a .P, t) w3 
#
p$. n O a .P w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t follows
by observing that state n O a .P can only perform n O a .P ww(a, n)
2(a)
(n+2(a)) O P
(recall that n>t). Moreover, wf (n O a .P, t+1) and p&Dup(n O a .P, t+1),
since Dup(n O a .P, t+1)=(n&t&1).6a .P if n&t&1>0 and Dup
(n O a .P, t+1)=6a .P if n&t&1=0.
(2) n=t. Then Dup(n O a .P, t)=6a .P and this case is not possible
because 6a .P t3tt|1 p$.
(c) d=n O wait n$ .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=n O rec x .P. By wf (d, t) we have nt. As in case (b) we can only
have n>t; otherwise (n=t) we would have Dup(n O a .P, n)=6rec x .P which
cannot perform actions elapsing time. Then Dup(n O rec x .P, t)=(n&t) .6
rec x .P 1 p, where p=(n&t&1) .6rec x.P if n&t&1>0 and p=6rec x .P
if n&t&1=0. By n>t we immediately have Dup(n O rec x .P, t) w3 
#
p$.
n O rec x .P ww( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t follows by observing that, by the rules in
Table 6 and simple inductive reasonings, state n O rec x .P can only perform
n O rec x .P ww( +, n)
$
d (recall that n>t). Moreover, wf (n O rec x .P, t+1) and
p&Dup(n O rec x .P, t+1) follows as in the previous items.
(e) d=d1+d2 . By wf (d1+d2 , t) we have wf (d1 , t) and wf (d2 , t). Consider
Dup(d1+d2 , t)=Dup(d1 , t)+Dup(d2 , t) 
1 p1+ p2 . Then Dup(d1 , t) 
1 p1
and Dup(d2 , t) 
1 p2 . By induction hypothesis Dup(d1 , t) w3 
#1 p$1 , Dup(d2 , t)
w3 
#2 p$2 , d1 w3 ww
( +1 , t$1)
$
d $1 , d2 w3 ww
( +2 , t$2)
$
d $2 for t$1 , t$2t. Moreover, wf (d1 , t+1),
wf (d2 , t+1), p1 &Dup(d1 , t+1), and p2 &Dup(d2 , t+1). Hence, we also
have conclude Dup(d1+d2 , t) w3 
#
p$, d1+d2 w3 ww
( +, t$)
$
d $ for t$t. Moreover,
wf (d1+d2 , t+1) and p1+ p2 &Dup(d1+d2 , t+1).
(f ) Cases d=d1 | d2 and d=d1[8] are similar to case (e). K
The reverse of the previous proposition is the following. If d w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for any +
and t$t, then Dup(d, t) can only evolve by performing a 1 -transition.
Proposition 4.7. Let d # SrfAM and t # N. If d w3 w
( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t, + # Act{
and d $ # SrfAM then wf (d, t), wf (d, t+1), and Dup(d, t) 
1
Dup(d, t+1).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of the proof of d w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for any
t$t and + # Act{ . Note that the depth of the proof of d w3 w
( +, t$)
$
d $ is finite, because
of the guarded recursion assumption. We proceed by case analysis on the structure
of d:
(a) d=n O nil. In this case n O nil w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t, + # Act{ and
d $ # SrfAM . Clearly wf (d, t) and wf (d, t+1). Moreover Dup(n O nil, t)=p, where
p=rec x . (1) .x if tn and p=(n&t) . rec x . (1) .x if t<n. In both cases
p 1 Dup(d, t+1).
(b) d=n O a .P. By rule Act$ in Table 6, n O a .P ww(a, n)
2(a)
(n+2(a)) O P.
Then it must be n>0 and t<n. Clearly, for every t$t, d w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $, for any + # Act{
and d $ # SrfAM . By t<n we immediately have wf (d, t) and wf (d, t+1). Consider
now Dup(d, t) and note that Dup(d, t)=(n&t) .6a .P 1 p, where
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p=(n&t&1) .6a .P if n&t&1>0 and p=6a .P if n&t&1=0. Moreover,
p=Dup(d, t+1).
(c) d=n O wait n$ .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=n O rec x .P. By n O rec x .P w3 w( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t, + # Act{ and
d $ # SrfAM we have n O P[rec x .Px] w3 w
( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t, + # Act{ and d $ # SrfAM .
However, since recursion is guarded in PrfAM , and P
rf
AM processes are restriction-
free, state n O P[rec x .Px] can certainly perform an action + at time n. Thus, it
must be n>0 and t<n. Then, by Lemma 4.2(1), wf (n O rec x .P, t) and
wf (n O rec x .P, t+1) immediately follow. Moreover, Dup(n O rec x .P, t)=
(n&t) .6rec x .P and (n&t) .6rec x .P 1 p, where p=(n&t&1).6rec x .P if
n&t&1>0 and p=6rec x .P if n&t&1=0. Thus also p=Dup(d, t+1).
(e) d=d1+d2 . By d1+d2 w3 w
( +, t$)
$
d $ for any t$t, + # Act{ and d $ # SrfAM , we
have d1 w3 ww
( +1 , t$1)
$
d $1 for any t$1t, +1 # Act{ and d $1 # SrfAM , and d2 w3 ww
( +2 , t$2)
$
d $2 for
any t$2t, +2 # Act{ and d $2 # S rfAM . By induction hypothesis wf (d1 , t), wf (d1 , t+1),
wf (d2 , t), wf (d2 , t+1), Dup(d1 , t) 
1
Dup(d1 , t+1) and Dup(d2 , t) 
1
Dup(d2 , t+1). Thus, also wf (d1+d2 , t), wf (d1+d2 , t+1), and Dup(d1+d2 , t)
1 Dup(d1+d2 , t+1).
(f ) Cases d=d1 | d2 and d=d1[8] are similar to case (e). K
4.3. The Main Statement
In this section we show that cIpa and TCCS are strictly related.
Theorem 4.1. Let P and Q be PrfAM processes. Then PtAM Q if and only if
6PtMT 6Q.
Proof. By PtAM Q if and only if 0 O PtAM 0 O Q if and only if
D0 O PtMT D0 O Q if and only if (see Lemma 4.2(4)) 6PtMT 6Q we
show the the more general statement:
Let d1 and d2 be SrfAM terms. Then d1 tAM d2 if and only if Dd1tMT Dd2.
To prove that d1 tAM d2 implies Dd1 tMT Dd2 we prove that relation
RMTAM =[( p, q) | _t # N, _d1 , d2 # S
rf
AM such that wf (d1 , t), wf (d2 , t),
p&Dup(d1 , t), q&Dup(d2 , t) and d1 tAM d2]
is a MT-bisimulation. To prove this let ( p, q) # RMTAM and assume:
(a) p  +p$. By Lemma 2.2(1), Dup(d1 , t) 
+ p1 &p$. By Proposition 4.5(1),
d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 with wf (d $1 , t) and p1 &Dup(d $1 , t). By d1 tAM d2 we have
d2 ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $2 with d $1 tAM d $2 . By Proposition 4.5(2), Dup(d2 , t) 
+ q1 with
wf (d $2 , t) and q1 &Dup(d $2 , t). By Lemma 2.2(1), q w3 
+ q$&q1 . By p1 &p$ and
p1 &Dup(d $1 , t) we have p$&Dup(d $1 , t). Moreover, by q$&q1 and
q1 &Dup(d $2 , t) we have q$&Dup(d $2 , t). Thus, ( p$, q$) # RMTAM .
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(b) p n pn=p$. By Corollary 2.1, p= p0 
1 p1 } } } pn&1 
1 pn= p$. Consider
transition p0 
1 p1 and note that p0 &Dup(d1 , t). Then by Lemma 2.2(2),
Dup(d1 , t) 
1 p$1 &p1 . By Proposition 4.6, Dup(d, t) w3 
#
p for every # and p,
d1 w3 
#
d $ for every +, d $ and t$t, wf (d1 , t+1), and p$1 &Dup(d1 , t+1). By
p$1 &p1 and p$1 &Dup(d1 , t+1) we have p1 &Dup(d1 , t+1). By d1 tAM d2 we
must have d2 w3 w
( +, t$)
$
d $2 for every +, d $2 and t$t, so that by Proposition 4.7 we
have wf (d2 , t), wf (d2 , t+1) and Dup(d2 , t) 
1
Dup(d2 , t+1). By q0=q&
Dup(d2 , t) it is q0 
1 q1 &Dup(d2 , t+1). Thus, ( p1 , q1) # RMTAM . A simple
inductive reasoning on natural numbers shows that there exists a sequence
q=q0 
1 q1 } } } qn&1 
1 qn=q$ such that wf (d1 , t+n), wf (d2 , t+n), p$&Dup
(d1 , t+n), and q$&Dup(d2 , t+n). By d1 tAM d2 we also have ( p$, q$) # RMTAM .
By Corollary 2.1 it is q  nq$ and the statement follows.
(c) q + q$ and q n q$ are similar to (a) and (b), respectively.
To prove Dd1tMT Dd2 implies d1 tAM d2 we show that relation
RAMMT =[(d1 , d2) | _t # N, _p1 , p2 # PMT such that wf (d1 , t), wf (d2 , t),
p&Dup(d1 , t), q&Dup(d2 , t) and ptMT q]
is a AM-bisimulation. To prove this let (d1 , d2) # RAMMT and assume:
(a) d1 ww
( +, n)
$
d $1 . By (d1 , d2) # RAMMT , there exists t # N, there are p1 and p2
PMT processes such that wf (d1 , t),wf (d2 , t), p&Dup(d1 , t), q&Dup(d2 , t) and
ptMT q. First of all, observe that if wf (d1 , t) then d1 ww
( +, n)
$
d $1 implies nt (see
Lemma 4.1). Thus, we distinguish two cases for n and t.
(1) t=n. By Proposition 4.5(2) we have Dup(d1 , t) 
+ p1 with wf (d $1 , t)
and p1 &Dup(d $1 , t). By Lemma 2.2(1), p&Dup(d1 , t) and Dup(d1 , t) 
+ p1
imply p + p$&p1 . Thus, also p$&Dup(d $1 , t). By ptMT q, q 
+ q1 with p$tMT q1 .
By q&Dup(d2 , t) and Lemma 2.2(1), Dup(d2 , t) 
+ q$&q1 . By Proposition 4.5(1),
d2 ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $2 with wf (d $2 , t) and q$&Dup(d $2 , t). Thus, also q1 &Dup(d $2 , t). It
follows that (d $1 , d $2) # RAMMT , since wf (d $1 , t), wf (d $2 , t), p$tMT q1 with p$&
Dup(d $1 , t) and q1 &Dup(d $2 , t).
(2) t<n. By d1 ww
( +, n)
$
d $1 and Proposition 3.1(3) it is c(d1 ww
( +, t$)
$ $
d"1 with
t$<t). Thus, by Proposition 4.7, wf (d1 , t), wf (d1 , t+1), and Dup(d1 , t) 
1
Dup(d1 , t+1). Thus by Lemma 2.2(2) also p 
1 p$&Dup(d1 , t+1). By
ptMT q, q 
1 q$ with p$tMT q$ and by Lemma 2.2(2), Dup(d2 , t) 
1 q1 &q$. By
Proposition 4.6 we have wf (d2 , t+1) and q1 &Dup(d2 , t+1). We are, now, in
the same hypothesis of the theorem where, however, t is increased by 1 unit of time.
A simple inductive reasoning is sufficient to prove that item (1) will certainly be
reached. Thus, we can assume d2 ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $2 with (d $1 , d $2) # RAMMT .
(b) d2 ww
( +, n)
$
d $2 is similar to the previous case. K
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5. ON COMPACT REPRESENTATION OF TIMED STATES
In the previous sections we fixed conditions under which a timed process algebra
with durationless actions (the core of TCCS) is at least as expressive as a timed
process algebra with durational actions (cIpa without ill-timed traces). Indeed,
there exists a simple mapping from the latter timed process algebra to the former
one which preserves strong bisimulation equivalence over the two calculi. This
result allows us to gain confidence on how time and time passing are modelled in
the two different approaches to time.
Next, a natural question is how to exploit the proposed translation. It could be
used for verification purposes, for instance. Indeed, our mappings permit one to
transfer techniques and analytic concepts from the theory of TCCS to cIpa.
Consider, for instance, two simple cIpa processes like P=rec x .a .x and Q=rec x .
(a .x+a .x). By using the rules in Table 6, both P and Q give rise to two infinite
transition systems thus, to prove the expected equivalencePtAM Qthe standard
algorithms for checking bisimulation-based equivalences cannot be used. 6P and
6Q, instead, give rise to finite state transition systems (according to the rules in
Table 3 and Table 4) and, hence, we could prove equivalence 6PtMT 6Q by
exploiting the Concurrency Workbench [CPS93], to deduce equivalence PtAM Q.
This reasoning can be generalized to the whole set of cIpa terms which are finite
states, according to the standard interleaving operational semantics (but, also in
this sublanguage, the timed transition systems generated by the rules in Table 6 are
usually infinite states because of the increasing of local clock values).
This section suggests a more direct verification technique. Following [CP96], we
provide a notion of compact timed state which allows us to give a finite alternative
characterization to the timed transition systems associated with cIpa processes
(which are, clearly, finite states according to the standard interleaving operational
semantics). We show, indeed, that only a finite number of transitions out of timed
states are needed to discriminate or equate cIpa processes. According to this
alternative characterization of timed transition systems, cIpa processes
P=rec x .a .x, Q=rec x . (a .x+a .x)
have compact representations,
0 O rec x .a .x ww
a0
2(a)
0 O rec x .a .x,
0 O rec x . (a .x+a .x) ww
a0
2(a)
0 O rec x . (a .x+a .x),
respectively. Note that these two transition systems are smaller (in terms of the
number of states and transitions) than those associated with 60 O rec x .a .x and
60 O rec x . (a .x+a .x) (consider all possible t -transitions that the two latter
processes can perform).
More in general, we prove that every transition out of a (compact) timed state d,
represents a ‘‘symbolic’’ transition for a number of transitions modelling the elaps-
ing of time out of Dd. Thus, the equivalence of compact states can be checked
faster than the equivalence of their translations, since the time complexity of the
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classic partition refinement algorithms for checking bisimulation-based equivalences
on top of labelled transition systems depends on the number of states and tran-
sitions.
Before giving the notion of compact timed state we need some further definitions
and results. Let us first introducing a function mt : SrfAM  N _ [] which, taken
a state d, returns the minimum time it can perform an action +.
Definition 5.1. Let mt : SrfAM  N _ [] be the least function which holds the
following rules:
mt(n O nil) = 
mt(n O a .P) = n
mt(n O wait n$ .P) = n
mt(n O rec x .P) = mt(n O P[rec x .Px])
mt(d1+d2) = min[mt(d1), mt(d2)]
mt(d1 | d2) = min[mt(d1), mt(d2)]
mt(d[8]) = mt(d),
where mt(d ) gives us information on the ability of d to perform an action. Indeed,
mt(d )= implies that d cannot perform any action, while mt(d )=t< implies
that d can perform an action + at starting time t.
Lemma 5.1. Let d # SrfAM . Then:
(1) mt(d )= iff d w3 w( +, t)
$
d $ for any + # Act{ , t, $ # N, and d $ # SrfAM ;
(2) mt(d )=t< iff d ww( +, t)
$
d $ for some + # Act{ , t, $ # N, and d $ # SrfAM .
Proof. We start by proving item (1). The proof is by induction on the structure
of d:
(a) d=n O nil. This case is straightforward.
(b) Cases d=n O a .P and d=n O wait n$ .P are not possible since
mt(d )=n<.
(c) d=n O rec x .P. Since recursion is guarded and d is restriction-free, a
simple induction on the structure of P[rec x .Px] shows that mt(n O
P[rec x .Px])=n<. Hence, also mt(n O rec x .P)=n and this case is not
possible.
(d) d=d1+d2 . By induction hypothesis
mt(d1)= iff d1 w3 w
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 ;
mt(d2)= iff d2 w3 w
( +2 , t2)
$2
d $2
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for any +1 , +2 # Act{ , t1 , t2 , $1 , $2 # N and d $1 , d $2 # SrfAM . Hence, the statement
holds also for d1+d2 .
(e) Cases d=d1 | d2 and d=d1[8] are similar to case (d).
We now focus on item (2). The proof is by induction on the structure of d:
(a) d=n O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=n O a .P. Then, by Definition 5.1, mt(n O a .P)=n and, by rule Act$
in Table 6, n O a .P ww(a, n)
2(a)
(n+2(a)) O P. Thus the statement follows.
(c) d=n O wait n$ .P. This case is similar to the previous one.
(d) d=n O rec x .P. Since recursion is guarded and d is restriction-free, a
simple induction on the structure of P[rec x .Px] shows that mt(n O P[rec x .Px])=
n< iff n O P[rec x .Px] ww( +, n)
$
d $. Thus also mt(n O rec x .P)=n iff n O rec x .P
ww( +, n)
$
d $.
(e) d=d1+d2 . By induction hypothesis,
mt(d1)=t1 iff d1 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 , or
mt(d2)=t2 iff d2 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d $2 .
We have to distinguish three different cases: (i) mt(d1)=t1 and mt(d2)=t2 , (ii)
mt(d1)=t1 , and mt(d2)= and (iii) mt(d1)= and mt(d2)=t2 .
Let us prove case (i). Assume t1=min[t1 , t2]=mt(d1+d2) (case t2=
min[t1 , t2]=mt(d1+d2) is completely similar). Thus, mt(d1+d2)=t1 iff
d1+d2 ww
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 . Indeed, by t1t2 , d2 ww
( +2 , t2)
$2
d $2 and Proposition 3.1(3) we have
c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d"2 and t$<t).
Cases (ii) and (iii) are similar to the previous one. In particular, they use item
(1) to deduce mt(d1)= (mt(d2)=) iff d1 w3 w
( +1 , t1)
$1
d $1 (d2 w3 w
( +2 , t2)
$2
d $2).
(f ) Cases d=d1 | d2 and d=d1[8] are similar to case (e). K
For any cIpa process P, maxdur(P), denotes the maximum duration of the
actions appearing within P.
Definition 5.2. Let maxdur : PrfAM  N
+ be the least function which holds
the rules:
maxdur(nil ) = 0
maxdur(a .P) = max[2(a), maxdur(P)]
maxdur(wait n$ .P) = max[n$, maxdur(P)]
maxdur(rec x .P) = maxdur(P)
maxdur(x) = 0
maxdur(P1 +P2) = max[maxdur(P1), maxdur(P2)]
maxdur(P1 | P2) = max[maxdur(P1), maxdur(P2)]
maxdur(P[8]) = maxdur(P).
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Given a state d # SrfAM , define maxdur(d ) by maxdur(P), where P is the P
rf
AM
process obtained by removing every local clock m O  appearing within d. For any
cIpa state d, maxclock(d ), denotes the maximum local clock appearing within d.
Definition 5.3. Let maxclock : SrfAM  N be the least function which holds the
following rules:
maxclock(n O nil ) = n
maxclock(n O a .P) = n
maxclock(n O wait n$ .P) = n
maxclock(n O rec x .P) = n
maxclock(d1 +d2) = max[maxclock(d1), maxclock(d2)]
maxclock(d1 | d2) = max[maxclock(d1), maxclock(d2)]
maxclock(d[8]) = maxclock(d ).
In the rest of this section we concentrate on the subset of states d # SrfAM such
that
maxclock(d )&mt(d )maxdur(d ) (1)
The following proposition makes our restriction legitimate. We show that every
transition out of a state d which holds (1) leads to a state d $ which holds (1) as
well. Since we can also prove that maxdur(d $)maxdur(d ) we also have
maxclock(d $)&mt(d $)maxdur(d ).
This statement will be most important to prove that each local clock appearing
within a state of the compact representation of a timed transition system associated
with a cIpa process P, is in range [0 . .maxdur(P)]. As a consequence of this fact,
we will have that the compact representation of a timed transition system
associated with a cIpa process P is finite (if P is finite states according to the
standard interleaving operational semantics).
Proposition 5.1. Let d # SrfAM be such that maxclock(d)&mt(d )K with
Kmaxdur(d ). Assume d ww( +, t)
$
d $. Then:
(1) mt(d $)mt(d);
(2) maxclock(d $)&mt(d )K.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of the proof of derivation
d ww( +, t)
$
d $. We proceed by case analysis on the structure of d.
(a) d=n O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=n O a .P. By hypothesis n&nKmax[2(a), maxdur(P)]. Moreover,
n O a .P ww(a, n)
2(a)
d $, where d $=n+2(a) O P. By Definition 5.1, mt(n+2(a) O P)
n+2(a). Hence, mt(n+2(a) O P)n=mt(n O a .P) and maxclock(d $)&mt(d )=
maxclock(n+2(a) O P)&mt(n O a .P)=(n+2(a))&n=2(a)K, since Kmax
[2(a), maxdur(P)].
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(c) d=n O wait n$ .P. This case is similar to the previous case.
(d) d=n O rec x .P. By hypothesis n&nK, Kmaxdur(rec x .P) and
n O rec x .P ww( +, n)
$
$d $ if n O P[rec x .Px] ww( +, n)
$
d $. By induction hypothesis,
n O P[rec x .Px] ww( +, n)
$
d $ holds (1). Indeed, by mt(n O P[rec x .Px])n it is
n&mt(n O P[rec x .Px])K with Kmaxdur(P[rec x .Px])=maxdur(P). This
latter equality, maxdur(P[rec x .Px])=maxdur(P), follows by a simple inductive
reasoning. By induction hypothesis maxclock(d $)&nK and mt(d $)mt(d )=n.
Thus (1) and (2) hold also for n O rec x .P ww( +, n)
$
d $.
(e) d=d1+d2 . By hypothesis maxclock(d1+d2)&mt(d1+d2)K with
Kmaxdur(d1+d2) and d1+d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 . Assume d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 and c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2
and t$<t) (the symmetric case is similar). By Lemma 5.1(2) mt(d1)=t and
mt(d2)t. Thus also mt(d1+d2)=min[mt(d1), mt(d2)]=t. In order to apply
induction hypothesis we have to show that maxclock(d1)&mt(d1)K
maxclock(d1).
By t=mt(d1+d2) we have maxclock(d1)&tmax[maxclock(d1), maxclock
(d2)]&t. The r.h.s. is equal to maxclock(d1+d2)&mt(d1+d2) which is less or
equal than K where Kmaxdur(d1+d2)maxdur(d1). Hence, maxclock(d1)&t
Kmaxdur(d1). By induction hypothesis both mt(d $1)mt(d1) and maxclock(d $1)
&tK hold. Since mt(d1+d2)=min[mt(d1), mt(d2)]=mt(d1)=t we immediately
have mt(d $1)mt(d1+d2). Moreover, by maxclock(d $1)&mt(d1)K and mt(d1)=
mt(d1+d2), we also have maxclock(d $1)&mt(d1+d2)Kmaxdur(d1+d2).
(f ) d=d1 | d2 . By hypothesis maxclock(d1 | d2)&mt(d1 | d2)K with K
maxdur(d1 | d2) and d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $.
We distinguish three possible cases for transition d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $:
(i) d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $=d $1 | d2 if d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 and c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t).
Then, mt(d1 | d2)=mt(d1)=t and maxclock(d1)&tKmaxclock(d1) follow as
in(e). By induction hypothesis mt(d $1)mt(d1) and maxclock(d $1)&mt(d1)K
where Kmaxdur(d1).
To prove that mt(d $1 | d2)mt(d1 | d2) we just observe that min[mt(d $1),
mt(d2)]mt(d1)=t, since mt(d $1)t (by induction hypothesis) and mt(d2)t
(since mt(d2)mt(d1)).
It remains to prove that maxclock(d $1 | d2)&mt(d1 | d2)K that is max[maxclock
(d $1), maxclock(d2)]&tK. This follows by maxclock(d $1)&tK (by induction
hypothesis) and maxclock(d2)&tK (this latter inequality follows by maxclock
(d1 | d2)&mt(d1 | d2)K. Indeed, since mt(d1 | d2)=mt(d1), both maxclock(d1)&
mt(d1)K and maxclock(d2)&mt(d1)K hold).
(ii) d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $=d1 | d $2 if d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 and c(d1 ww
( +, n)
$
d $1 and t$<t) is
similar to the previous case.
(iii) d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $=d $1 | d $2 if d1 ww
(a, t)
$
d $1 and d2 ww
(a , t)
$
d $2 . First we prove
that
maxclock(d1)&mt(d1)Kmaxdur(d1) (2)
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and
maxclock(d2)&mt(d2)Kmaxdur(d2) (3)
By d1 ww
(a, t)
$
d $1 and d2 ww
(a , t)
$
d $2 and Lemma 5.1(2), we immediately have that
mt(d1)=mt(d2)=t=mt(d1 | d2). By maxclock(d1 | d2)&mt(d1 | d2)Kmaxdur
(d1 | d2) and my(d1 | d2)=t, (2) and (3) immediately follow.
By induction hypothesis we have (a) mt(d $1)mt(d1), (b) maxclock(d $1)&
mt(d1)K, (c) mt(d $2)mt(d2), and (d) maxclock(d $2)&mt(d2)K. To prove that
mt(d $1 | d $2)mt(d1 | d2), that is min[mt(d $1), mt(d $2)]min[mt(d1), mt(d2)]=t just
observe that by (a) and (c), mt(d $1) and mt(d $2) are greater or equal than t.
It remains to prove that maxclock(d $1 | d $2)&mt(d1 | d2)K, that is, max
[maxclock(d $1), maxclock(d $2)]&tK. This follows by (b) and (d) which state
maxclock(d $1)&tK and maxclock(d $2)&tK.
(g) d=d1[8]. By hypothesis maxclock(d1[8])&mt(d1[8])K with K
maxdur(d1[8]). By Definition 5.1, Definition 5.2, and Definition 5.3 also
maxclock(d1)&mt(d1)Kmaxdur(d1). Moreover, d1[8] www
(8(+), t)
$
d $1[8] if
d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 . By induction hypothesis mt(d $1)mt(d1) and maxclock(d $1)&mt(d1)
Kmaxdur(d1). Hence, also mt(d $1[8])mt(d1[8]) and maxclock(d $1[8])&
mt(d1[8])Kmaxdur(d1[8]). K
Corollary 5.1. Let d # SrfAM be a state and K # N such that maxclock(d )&
mt(d )Kmaxdur(d ). Assume d ww( +, t)
$
d $. Then, maxclock(d $)&mt(d $)
Kmaxdur(d $).
Proof. By Proposition 5.1(2), maxclock(d $)&mt(d )K. By Proposition 5.1(1),
mt(d $)mt(d ). Then, maxclock(d $)&mt(d $)K. Finally, by maxdur(d )maxdur
(d $), the statement follows. K
We are now ready to introduce compact states useful to give a finite alternative
characterization of timed equivalence.
5.1. Compact States
A serious drawback of the operational semantics defined in Section 3. (as well as
the original one) is that the timed transition systems associated with cIpa processes
are (in general) infinite state structures because local clocks are explicitly repre-
sented within the states. In order to apply standard verification techniques on finite
structures, we introduce compact transition systems as alternative representations
of the infinite models.
Definition 5.4. Assume d # S rfAM . The compact representation of d, written d ,
is defined as
d ={up(d, t)up(d, maxclock(d ))
if mt(d )=t
if mt(d )=.
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We now state the relationships among the transitions out of a state d and those
out of d . These follow by the relationships among the transitions out of d and those
out of up(d, n) (for some n such that wf (d, n)).
Proposition 5.2. Let d # SrfAM and n # N such that wf (d, n). Then:
(1) d ww( +, t)
$
d $ implies up(d, n) www( +, t&n)
$
up(d $, n);
(2) up(d, n) ww( +, t)
$
d" implies d www( +, t+n)
$
d $ with d"=up(d $, n).
Proof. We prove both statements simultaneously by induction on the depth of
the proofs of dd $ and up(d, n) ww( +, t)
$
d", respectively. We start by proving item (1).
We proceed by case analysis on the structure of d.
(a) d=t O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=t O a .P. Assume t O a .P ww(a, t)
2(a)
(t+2(a)) O P. By wf (t O a .P, n) it
is tn. Thus, up(t O a .P, n)=(t&n) O a .P and (t&n) O a .P www(a, t&n)
2(a)
(t&n+2(a)) O P= up((t+2(a)) O P, n).
(c) d=t O wait n$ .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=t O rec x .P. Assume t O rec x .P ww( +, t)
$
d $ if t O P[rec x .Px] ww( +, t)
$
d $.
By wf (t O rec x .P, n) it is tn. By induction hypothesis up(t O P[rec x .Px], n)
=t&n O P[rec x .Px] www( +, t&n)
$
up(d $, n). Thus, also up(t O rec x .P, n)=t&n O
rec x .P www( +, t&n)
$
up(d $, n).
(e) d=d1+d2 . By wf (d1+d2 , n) it is wf (d1 , n) and wf (d2 , n). Assume
d1+d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $ if d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $ and c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t) (if d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $ the proof
is similar). By induction hypothesis up(d1 , n) www
( +, t&n)
$
up(d $, n). Moreover, by
c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t&n) we also have c(up(d2 , n) ww
(#, t")
$"
d"2 and t"<t&n).
Indeed, by item (2), a transition up(d2 , n) ww
(#, t")
$"
d"2 and t"<t&n would imply the
existence of a transition d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t. Thus up(d1+d2 , n)=up(d1 , n)+
up(d2 , n) www
( +, t&n)
$
up(d $, n) follows.
(f ) d=d1 | d2 . By wf (d1 | d2 , n) it is wf (d1 , n) and wf (d2 , n). We distinguish
three cases for d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $:
(i) d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $=d $1 | d2 if d1 ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 and c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and t$<t). By
induction hypothesis up(d1 , n) www
( +, t&n)
$
up(d $1 , n). Moreover, by c(d2 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $2 and
t$<t) and item (2) we also have c(up(d2 , n) ww
(#, t")
$"
d"2 and t"<t&n). Thus,
up(d1 | d2 , n)=up(d1 , n) | up(d2 , n)  www
( +, t&n)
$
up(d $1 , n) | up(d2 , n)=up(d $1 | d2 , n).
(ii) d1 | d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $=d1 | d $2 if d2 ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 and c(d1 ww
(#, t$)
$$
d $1 and t$<t). This
case is similar to the previous one.
(iii) d1 | d2 www
(a, t&n)
2(a)
d $=d $1 | d $2 if d1 www
(a, t&n)
2(a)
d $1 and d2 www
(a, t&n)
2(a)
d $2 . By induc-
tion hypothesis up(d1 , n) www
(a, t&n)
2(a)
up(d $1 , n) and up(d2 , n) www
(a , t&n)
2(a)
up(d $2 , n). Thus,
also up(d1 | d2 , n) www
({, t&n)
2(a)
up(d $1 | d $2 , n).
(g) d=d1[8]. This case is similar to the previous ones.
This completes the inductive arguments for statement (1). The proof of statement
(2) follows by similar lines. K
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The above proposition has two significant consequences. It allows us to prove
that transitions out of a state d and those out of its compact representation are
strictly related (Proposition 5.3), and to prove that the updating of timed equiv-
alent states leads to timed equivalent states (Proposition 5.4).
Proposition 5.3. Let d # SrfAM . Then:
(1) d ww( +, t)
$
d $ implies d ww( +, 0)
$
d" with d $@=d"@;
(2) d ww( +, 0)
$
d" implies d www( +, mt(d ))
$
d $ with d $@=d"@.
Proof. First we prove item (1). Since d ww( +, t)
$
d $, by Lemma 5.1(2) we have that
mt(d )=t and, hence, also wf (d, t). By Proposition 5.2(2), d ww( +, t)
$
d $ implies
up(d, mt(d ))=d ww( +, 0)
$
up(d $, mt(d )). It remains to prove that d $@=d"@, where d"=
up(d $, mt(d )). We distinguish two cases:
(i) mt(d $)=. Then by Lemma 5.1(1) and Proposition 5.2(1) also
mt(d")=, and hence, it is not difficult to prove that d $@=d"@.
(ii) mt(d $)=n<. By Proposition 5.1(1) nt. Let t0 # N be such that
n=t+t0 . Then, d $@=up(d $, n)=up(up(d $, t), t0)=up(d", t0). Since d $@ is a compact
state, also up(d", t0) is a compact state. It remains to prove that up(d", t0)=d"@.
This latter statement follows by proving that mt(d")=t0 . We know that
d"=up(d $, t) and that mt(d $)=t+t0 . Thus, by Lemma 5.1(2) we have that
d $ www
( +, t+t0)
$
d1 and by Proposition 5.2(1), up(d $, t)=d" ww
( +, t0)
$
up(d1 , t). By d" ww
( +, t0)
$
up(d1 , t) and Lemma 5.1(2) we also have mt(d")=t0 .
Let us prove item (2). Assume d =up(d, mt(d )) ww( +, 0)
$
d". By Proposition 5.2(2),
d www( +, mt(d ))
$
d $ with d"=up(d $, mt(d )). It remains to prove that d $@=d"@. We
distinguish two cases:
(i) mt(d $)=. Then by Proposition 5.2(1) also mt(d")= and then
d $@=d"@ immediately follows.
(ii) mt(d $)=n<. By Proposition 5.1(1) nt=mt(d ). Then n=t+t0
for some t0 . Then d $@=up(d $, n)=up(up(d $, t), t0)=up(d", t0). We prove that
mt(d")=t0 . If mt(d $)=n then by Lemma 5.1(2), d $ ww
( +, n)
$
d $1 for some + and $. By
Proposition 5.2(1), up(d $, t)=d" ww
( +, t0)
$
up(d $1 , t) and by Lemma 5.1(2), mt(d")=t0 .
But then d $@=up(d $, n)=up(up(d $, t), t0)=up(d", t0)=d"@. K
Proposition 5.4. Let d1 and d2 be SrfAM terms and t # N such that wf (d1 , t) and
wf (d2 , t). Then: d1 tAM d2 if and only if up(d1 , t)tAM up(d2 , t).
Proof (Only if). Assume d1 tAM d2 and prove up(d1 , t)tAM up(d2 , t). Define the
relation:
Roi=[(up(d, t), up(d $, t)) | wf (d, t), wf (d $, t) and dtAM d $].
Clearly (d1 , d2) # Roi . We show that Roi is a timed bisimulation.
Assume (up(d, t), up(d $, t)) # Roi . We prove that up(d, t) ww
( +, n)
$
d3 implies up(d $, t)
ww( +, n)
$
d4 and (d3 , d4) # Roi . Assume up(d, t) ww
( +, n)
$
d3 (case up(d $, t) ww
( +, n)
$
d4 is
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similar). By Proposition 5.2(2), it follows that d www( +, t+n)
$
d $3 and d3=up(d $3 , t). By
dtAM d $, state d $ can perform d $ www
( +, t+n)
$
d $4 with d $3 tAM d $4 . By Proposition
5.2(1), it follows that up(d $, t) ww( +, n)
$
d4 with d4=up(d $4 , t). wf (d $3 , t) and wf (d $4 , t)
immediately follow by Proposition 4.5(2). Hence, (d3 , d4) # Roi .
(If ) Assume up(d1 , t)tAM up(d2 , t) and prove d1 tAM d2 . Define the relation:
Ri=[(d, d $) | wf (d, t), wf (d $, t) and up(d, t)tAM up(d $, t)].
By reasoning as above it is easy to show that Ri is a timed bisimulation. K
5.2. Compact Timed Bisimulation
Let S AM denote the set of compact states: S AM=[d | d # SrfAM ]. In this section
we study a new equivalence relation over S AM .
Definition 5.5 (Compact Timed Equivalence). 1. A binary relation R over
S AM is a compact timed bisimulation if and only if for each (d1@ , d2@) # R:
(a) d1@ ww
( +, 0)
$
d $1 implies d2@ ww
( +, 0)
$$
d $2 with mt(d $1)=mt(d $2) and (d $1@ , d $2@) # R;
(b) d2@ ww
( +, 0)
$
d $2 implies d1@ ww
( +, 0)
$
d $1 with mt(d $1)=mt(d $2) and (d $1@ , d $2@) # R.
2. Two compact timed states d1@ and d2@ are compact timed equivalent,
d1@ tc d2@ , if and only if there exists a compact timed bisimulation R such that
(d1@ , d2@) # R.
3. Two PrfAM processes P, Q are compact timed equivalent, Ptc Q, if and only
if 0 O Ptc 0 O Q.7
We now prove that compact timed bisimulation is an alternative characterization
of timed equivalence. Then we prove that compact timed bisimulation is a finite
alternative characterization of timed equivalence over the class of PrfAM processes
which give rise to a finite transition system, according to the standard interleaving
operational semantics.
Theorem 5.1. Let d1 and d2 be SrfAM timed states such that mt(d1)=mt(d2).
Then d1 tAM d2 if and only if d1@ tc d2@ .
Proof. To prove that d1 tAM d2 implies d1@ tc d2@ we prove that relation
RAM =[(d1@ , d2@) | d1 tAM d2]
is a compact timed bisimulation. Let (d1@ , d2@) # RAM for some d1 and d2 such that
d1 tAM d2 and assume d1@ ww
( +, t0)
$
d $1 . By Proposition 5.2(2), d1 www
( +, mt(d1))
$
d"1 with
d $1=up(d"1 , mt(d1)). By d1 tAM d2 we have d2 www
( +, mt(d2))
$
d"2 such that d"1 tAM d"2 and
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7 Note that, for every P rfAM process P, 0 O P@ =0 O P.
mt(d1)=mt(d2). By Proposition 5.2(1), d2@=up(d2 , mt(d2)) ww
( +, 0)
$
up(d"2 , mt(d2))=
d $2 . By Proposition 5.4, d"1 tAM d"2 implies d $1=up(d"1 , mt(d1))tAM up(d"2 , mt(d1))
=up(d"2 , mt(d2))=d $2 , thus also mt(d $1)=mt(d $2) and (d $1@ , d $2@) # RAM .
We now prove that d1@tc d2@ implies d1 tAM d2 . We show that relation
Rc=[(d1 , d2) | d1@ tc d2@ and mt(d1)=mt(d2)]
is a timed bisimulation. Let (d1 , d2) # Rc for some d1 and d2 such that d1@ tc d2@ and
mt(d1)=mt(d2). Assume d1 wwww
( +, mt(d1))
$
d $1 . By Proposition 5.2(1), up(d1 , mt(d1))=
d1@ ww
( +, 0)
$
up(d $1 , mt(d1))=d"1 . By d1@ tc d2@ , we have d2@ ww
( +, 0)
$
d"2 with mt(d"1)=
mt(d"2) and d"1@ tc d"2@ . By mt(d1)=mt(d2) and by Proposition 5.2(2),
d2 wwww
( +, mt(d2))
$
d $2 with d"2=up(d $2 , mt(d2)). To prove that (d $1 , d $2) # Rc it remains to
prove that mt(d $1)=mt(d $2) and d $1@ tc d $2@ . To show that d $1@ tc d $2@ we prove that
d"1@=d $1@ and d"2@=d $2@ so that by d"1@ tc d"2@ , d $1@ tc d $2@ immediately follows. We show
that d"1@=d $1@ . By mt(d $1)mt(d1) (see Proposition 5.1(1)) it is mt(d1)+t=
mt(d $1)< for some t0 (if mt(d $1)= the proof is simpler). Then d $1@=up(d $1 , mt(d $1))
=up(d $1 , mt(d1)+t)=up(up(d $1 , mt(d1)), t)=up(d"1 , t). As in Proposition 5.3(1) we
can prove that t is also mt(d"1). Similarly, by mt(d $2)=mt(d2)+r for r0, d $2@=
up(d $2 , mt(d $2))=up(d $2 , mt(d2)+r)=up(up(d $2 , mt(d2)), r)=up(d"2 , r). Hence, also
r=mt(d"2). Since, by hypothesis, mt(d"1)=mt(d"2) we also have t=r and mt(d $1)=
mt(d $2). It follows that (d $1 , d $2) # Rc . K
We have just proven that tc is an alternative characterization of tAM . More
interesting, tc is a finite alternative characterization of tAM over the class of
finitary processes. Intuitively a process is finitary if the set of its derivatives,
according to the standard interleaving operational semantics of CCS, is finite. Let
[+ denote the standard interleaving operational semantics of CCS (where, now,
wait-prefixes have to be intended as {-prefixes). In the next definition,
forget : SrfAM  P
rf
AM , is a function that given a timed state d returns the cIpa term
P obtained by removing each local clock appearing within d.
Definition 5.6. We say that a timed state d is finitary if set
K=[P | forget (d ) @w
+1 @w
+2 } } } @w
+n P]
is finite.
The next proposition shows our main statement. For finitary timed states the set
of compact reachable states is finite.
Proposition 5.5. Let d # SrfAM be finitary and such that maxclock(d )&mt(d )
maxdur(d ). Then set
D=[dn@ | d ww
( +1 , 0)
$1
d1 , d1@ ww
( +2 , 0)
$2
d2 , ..., dn&1@ ww
( +n , 0)
$n
dn]
is finite.
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Proof. First of all observe that d # D implies forget(d ) # K. This is because, for
each timed state d, forget(d )= forget(d ) and d ww( +, n)
$
d $ implies forget(d ) [+
forget (d $). Then consider set
SP=[d | d # D and forget(d )=P]
for each P # K. Since d is finitary, and hence K is finite, D infinite would imply
the existence of a SP infinite. This is not possible since elements in SP , for some
P # K, differ only for the value of (a finite number) of local clocks which, since
states are compact, can range over by [0. .maxdur(Q)] with Q= forget(d ). This is
a consequence of Corollary 5.1 and maxdur(d )=maxdur(d). We can prove, indeed,
that every compact state d t in D holds maxclock(d t)maxdur(Q). To prove this
consider state d. By hypothesis maxclock(d)&mt(d )maxdur(d )=maxdur(Q).
Thus, d holds (by assuming mt(d ){; otherwise, the proof is simpler), maxclock
(d )&0maxdur(Q).8
Assume now the following derivation leading to dt :
d ww
( +1 , 0)
$1
d1 , d1@ ww
( +2 , 0)
$2
d2 , ..., dt&1@ ww
( +t , 0)
$t
dt .
By Corollary 5.1 and maxdur(d )=maxdur(d ) (for every d ) it is maxclock(di@)&
mt(di@)maxdur(Q)maxdur(di@).
In particular maxclock(dt@)&mt(dt@)maxdur(Q). If mt(dt@){ then we have
mt(dt@)=0 and maxclock(dt@)maxdur(Q). Otherwise, if mt(dt@)= then maxclock
(dt@)=0 and hence also maxclock(dt@)maxdur(Q). K
5.3. On the Size of Timed Transition Systems
Once compact timed bisimulation is proven to be a finite alternative charac-
terization of timed equivalence it is interesting to contrast the size of the compact
transition system associated with a cIpa process and that associated with its trans-
lation. We prove that the former is strictly smaller (in terms of the number of states
and transitions) than the latter. Since the (time) complexity of standard algorithms
for checking bisimulation-based equivalences over finite states processes depends on
the number of states and transitions, compact timed bisimulations can be checked
more efficiently than T-equivalence. To show that the number of states and tran-
sitions to be visited when checking compact bisimulation of two cIpa processes is
less than or equal to the number of states and transitions to be visited when check-
ing T-bisimulation of their translations, we prove the following two lemmas. The
first one shows that if the compact representation of a state, d , can perform an
action +, d ww( +, 0)
$
d $, then the D-translation of d , Dd , can perform an action
+ leading to p, Dd  + p such that Dd $ &p. Moreover, either p&Dd $@ or
Dd $@ &q, where q is such that p t q for some t>0.
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8 Indeed, d # S rfAM and maxclock(d)&mt(d )K for some K imply maxclock(d )&mt(d )K.
Lemma 5.2. Let d # SrfAM . Then d ww
( +, 0)
$
d $ implies Dd  + p with p&Dd $
and
(1) either p&Dd $@,
(2) or, _t>0 such that p t q&Dd $@.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5(2) we have d ww( +, 0)
$
d $ implies Dd  + p with
p&Dd $. We distinguish three cases for mt(d $):
(i) mt(d $)=0. Then d $@=up(d $, 0)=d $ and item (1) holds.
(ii) 0<mt(d $)<. Let t=mt(d $). By t=mt(d $) and Lemma 5.1(2) we have
d $ ww( +, t)
$
d" for some + # Act{ , t, $ # N and d" # SrfAM . By Proposition 3.1(2),
c(d $ ww(#, t$)
$$
d $$$ with t$<t). Now fix t" # [0. . t). By Proposition 4.7 we have
wf (d $, t"), wf (d $, t"+1) and Dup(d $, t") 1 Dup(d $, t"+1). Then there exists a
transition Dup(d $, 0) 1 Dup(d $, 1) 1 } } } 1 Dup(d $, t). By Corollary 2.1
also Dup(d $, 0) t Dup(d $, t). But Dup(d $, t)=Dd $@. By p&Dd $=
Dup(d $, 0) and Lemma 2.2 it is p t q&Dd $@. Thus item (2) holds.
(iii) mt(d $)=. Let t=maxclock(d $). As in the previous item, by Proposi-
tion 4.7 and Corollary 2.1, Dd $ t Dup(d $, t)=Dd $@. By Lemma 2.2 also
p t q&Dd $@. Thus item (2) holds also in this case. K
The second lemma is the reverse of the previous one.
Lemma 5.3. Let d # SrfAM . Then Dd  
+ p implies d ww( +, 0)
$
d $ with p&Dd $
and
(1) either p&Dd $@,
(2) or, _t>0 such that p t q&Dd $@.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5(1) we have that Dd  + p implies d ww( +, 0)
$
d $ and
p&Dd $. Then, the proof proceeds as in Proposition 5.2 by distinguishing three
cases: (i) mt(d $)=0, (ii) 0<mt(d $)< and (iii) mt(d $)=. K
The above two statements show that the basic actions are in one-to-one corre-
spondence in d and Dd . However, TCCS processes have also timing transitions
(which, instead, are not needed when checking the equivalence of cIpa processes).
To complete the proof of our statement we need a further lemma. It states that
if the translation of a compact state Dd  can let every amount of time pass, then
d cannot perform any basic action at any time.
Lemma 5.4. Let d # S rfAM . Then Dd  
1 p implies p=Dd  and d w3 w( +, t)
$
d $ for
any + # Act{ and t, $ # N.
Proof. By Proposition 4.6, Dd  1 p implies d w3 w( +, 0)
$
d $ for any + # Act{ and
t, $ # N. This implies mt(d )= since, otherwise, d ww( +, 0)
$
d1@ , for some + # Act{ and
$ # N, would be derivable. It follows that maxclock(d )=0. Now a simple inductive
reasoning on the depth of derivation Dd  1 p shows that p=Dd .
The diagram in Fig. 4 summarizes the relationships among transitions out of a
compact state d and those out of its translation Dd . Note that only transitions
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FIG. 4. Relating Timed Transitions to Timing and Action Transitions
performing basic actions are taken into account in the durational setting.
Moreover, the mapping of the compact representations of the target states (which
are the significant ones when looking for a compact timed bisimulation relating
two compact states, possibly 0 O P and 0 O Q for P and Q cIpa terms) are
1 -derivatives of the corresponding target states in the TCCS setting. Thus, the
number of states and transitions to be visited when looking for a compact timed
bisimulation relating 0 O P and 0 O Q, are strictly smaller than the number of
states and transitions to be visited when looking for a T-bisimulation relating
D0 O P i 0 and D0 O Q i 0. In Fig. 4, * means ‘‘either a branch or the
other one holds.’’
6. DEALING WITH LAZY CIPA AND LAZY TCCS
In the previous sections we have presented a mapping from cIpa to TCCS which
preserves the behavioural equivalences over these two timed calculi. This result
holds only for restriction-free processes. A TCCS restriction operator, indeed, may
cause a local deadlock; i.e., the deadlock of a component of a global system. A local
deadlock may cause, in turn, the deadlock of the whole system. More in detail, the
deadlock of a system may cause the stop of the passage of time. Every system which
can cause a time stop can consequently cause the deadlock of all the other systems
which are in parallel composition or in alternative composition with the system
itself (see rules TSum and TPar in Table 4).
In this section we show that when the lazy versions of TCCS and cIpa are taken
into account, the mapping is fully abstract also in presence of the restriction
operator. Lazy means that actions can be delayed arbitrarily long before their
execution. A consequence of this fact is that every TCCS process can let every
amount of time to pass even if it cannot perform any basic action. This permits
avoiding the problems discussed in Section 4. (see, in particular, Proposition 4.1).
6.1. The Lazy CIPA
Lazy cIpa, lcIpa, has been proposed by Corradini and Pistore in [CP96]. The
syntax of lcIpa is the same as the syntax of cIpa (see Section 2.1). We still use PAM
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to denote the set of lcIpa processes, but give a different interpretation to basic
actions. These actions are not forced to be performed as soon as they become
available but can be delayed arbitrarily long before firing. Thus, the central rule for
Lazy cIpa should be something like
n O a .P wwwan+t
2(a)
(n+t+2(a)) O P for every t # N.
This is not the only modification that cIpa needs in order to model actions which
can be delayed. The syntax of timed states, indeed, must be extended to explicitly
record the value of the global clock (the global observation time for execution).
Consider the timed state
d=10 O a .nil | 50 O b .nil | 100 O c .nil,
where the duration of a, b, and c is 1. Assume that the value of the global clock
is 10 and suppose that d performs a delayed action a at starting time 60 leading to
the timed state
d $=61 O nil | 50 O b .nil | 100 O c .nil.
At this point we explicitly need to record that 60 is the value of the global clock
in order to solve ambiguities.9
For this reason we consider timed states of the form
d i n,
where d is a timed state as defined in Section 2. and n denotes the value of the
global clock. We use SGT to denote the new set of timed states.
The operational semantics of SGT terms is given in Table 7. The only rule worthy
of note is LAct. It says that timed state (n O a .P) i m can perform an action a at
every time t, provided that t is greater than the global clock and, clearly, greater
than the local clock. The rule for LWait is similar. The other rules are now
standard.
The definition of lazy timed equivalence is similar to Definition 3.1.
Definition 6.1 (Lazy Timed Equivalence). 1. A binary relation R over SGT is
a lazy timed bisimulation if and only if for each (d1 i n, d2 i n) # R:
(a) d1 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 i t implies d2 i n ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $2 i t and (d $1 i t, d $2 i t) # R;
(b) d2 i n ww
( +, t)
$ $
d $2 i t implies d1 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 i t and (d $1 i t, d $2 i t) # R.
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9 Note that this problem does not arise in cIpa where actions must be performed as soon as they can.
The value of the global clock in a timed state, indeed, coincides with the value of the minimum local
clock associated with a (non-deadlock) sequential process within the state.
TABLE 7
The Structural Rules for LCIPA
LAct
tmax(m, n)
(n O a .P) i m ww(a, t)
2(a)
((t+2(a)) O P) i t
LWait
tmax(m, n)
(n O wait n$ .P) i m ww({, t)
n$
((t+n$) O P) i t
LSum1
d1 i m ww
( +, t)
$
d i t
d1+d2 i m ww
( +, t)
$
d i t
LSum2
d2 i m ww
( +, t)
$
d i t
d1+d2 i m ww
( +, t)
$
d i t
Par1
d1 i m ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 i t
(d1 | d2) i m ww
( +, t)
$
(d $1 | d2) i t
Par2
d2 i m ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 i t
(d1 | d2) i m ww
( +, t)
$
(d1 | d $2) i t
Synch
d1 i m ww
(a, t)
2(a)
d $1 i t, d2 i m ww
(a , t)
2(a)
d $2 i t
(d1 | d2) i m ww
({, t)
2(a)
(d $1 | d $2) i t
Res
d i m ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t
d"C i m ww( +, t)
$
d $"C i t
+, +  C Rel
d i m ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t
d[8] i m www(8(+), t)
$
d $[8] i t
Rec
(n O P[rec x .Px]) i m ww( +, t)
$
d i t
(n O rec x .P) i m ww( +, t)
$
d i t
2. Two timed states d1 i n and d2 i n are lazy timed equivalent, d1 i ntAM
d2 i n, if and only if there exists a lazy timed bisimulation R such that
(d1 i n, d2 i n) # R.
3. Two PAM processes P, Q are lazy timed equivalent, PtAM Q, if and only if
(0 O P) i 0tAM (0 O Q) i 0.
To prove that lcIpa and lTCCS are strictly related we need further notation.
Consider timed state
(1000 O a .nil | 500 O b .nil | 0 O c .nil ) i 998.
Since the value of the global clock is 998, by a simple inspection of the operational
rules in Table 7, we can conclude that no actions can be performed at a time less
than 998. Thus, intuitively, the above timed state behaves like
(1000 O a .nil | 998 O b .nil | 998 O c .nil ) i 998,
where each local clock less than 998 is increased to the value of the global clock.
In order to update those local clocks in a state which are less than the value of
the global clock, we introduce function aug.
Definition 6.2. Let aug : SAM_N  SAM be the least function which satisfies the
inference rules:
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aug(n O nil, t) = t O nil, tn aug(n O a .P, t) = t O a .P, tn
aug(n O nil, t) = n O nil, n>t aug(n O a .P, t) = n O a .P, n>t
aug(n O wait n$ .P, t) = t O wait n$ .P, tn aug(n O rec x .P, t) = t O rec x .P, tn
aug(n O wait n$ .P, t) = n O wait n$ .P, n>t aug(n O rec x .P, t) = n O rec x .P, n>t
aug(d1+d2 , t) = aug(d1 , t)+aug(d2 ,t) aug(d1 | d2, t) = aug(d1 , t) | aug(d2 ,t)
aug(d[8], t) = aug(d, t)[8] aug(d"C, t) = aug(d, t)"C.
Remark 6.1. The intended behaviour of a given state d i n does not change if
we increase to n all those local clocks in d which are less than n. In particular, it
can be proven that d i ntAM (aug(d, n)) i n.
6.1. The Lazy TCCS
Lazy TCCS, also known as loose TCCS and denoted by lTCCS, has been
proposed by Moller and Tofts in [MT91]. The syntax of lTCCS is the same as the
syntax of TCCS we considered in Section 2.2. Thus, we still use PMT to denote the
set of lTCCS processes. Add the rules Zero and PAct in Table 8 to the rules in
Table 4 to give a lazy interpretation to the basic actions. By convention it is also
assumed that p 0 p, for every process p # lTCCS. The rules describing the
functional behaviour of lTCCS are, instead, those in Table 3.
A notion of T-Equivalence can be given as in Definition 2.2. Similar properties
of the TCCS transitional semantics and equivalence relation are satisfied by the
lazy interpretation. In particular, Corollary 2.1, Lemma 2.1, and Lemma 2.2 still
hold in the lazy setting. In addition, the following important proposition holds (see
Proposition 3.1 in [MT91]). It says that every lTCCS process can let every amount
of time pass. Thus, the counterexample in Proposition 4.1 does not hold. In a lazy
setting, a"[a] cannot perform any basic action but can let every amount of time
pass. Hence, it does not behave as an annihilitor for the other parallel components.
Proposition 6.1. For every PMT process p and for every t # N+, there exits a
(unique) q such that p t q.
In addition, we prove that if process p (in Proposition 6.1) is the translation of
a Lazy cIpa process, p=6P for some Lazy cIpa process P, then q is &-con-
gruent to P. This is because every lTCCS process of the form 6P has either
components corresponding to the translation of nil, or components which can only
perform basic actions initially. Therefore, the statement follows by Lemma 2.1 and
by rule PAct in Table 8. However, while deriving P t q, rule TRec in Table 4
TABLE 8
Structural Rules for Lazyness in lTCCS
Zero
0 
t
0
PAct
+ .p t + .p
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may unfold some rec x . term within P. This is the reason why we state
q&6P and not simply q=P.
Proposition 6.2. Let P # PrfAM . Then P 
t q with q& P.
Proof. The fact that P t q comes from Proposition 6.1. Note that q is also
unique. Prove q&6P by induction on the depth of the proof of transition
P t q. We proceed by case analysis on the structure of P:
(a) P=nil. By Lemma 2.1, 6nil=rec x . (1) .x t rec x . (1) .x, and the
statement holds.
(b) P=a .P1 . By rule PAct in Table 8, 6a .P1=a . (2(a)) .6P1 
t
a . (2(a)) .6P1, and the statement holds.
(c) P=wait n .P1 . This case is similar to case (b).
(d) P=rec x.P1 . Then 6rec x .P1=rec x .6P1 
t q if 6P1[rec x .6
P1x] 
t q. By induction hypothesis q&6P1[rec x .6P1x]&rec x . P1=
6rec x .P1.
(e) P=P1+P2 . Then 6P1+P2=6P1+6P2 
t q1+q2 if 6P1
t q1 and 6P2 
t q2 . By induction hypothesis q1 &6P1 and q2 &6P2 .
Hence, q1+q2 &6P1+P2 .
(f ) Cases P=P1 | P2 , P=P1[8], and P=P1"C follow by similar inductive
reasonings. K
6.3. Mapping Lazy CIPA into Lazy TCCS
In this section we contrast Lazy cIpa and Lazy TCCS via behavioural equivalen-
ces. As in Section 4, we show that there exists a simple mapping 6 : PAM  PMT
such that PtAM Q if and only if 6PtMT 6Q, where P and Q are PAM
processes. Note that, in this case, we consider the whole Lazy cIpa, not only the
restriction-free one.
The mapping 6 : PAM  PMT is the same as that given in Definition 4.1.10
In order to map a SGT process into a PMT process consider the function D
given in Definition 4.2, extended with rule
Dd"C=Dd"C.
Now let
Dd i n=Dup(aug(d, n), n),
where up is the updating function given in Definition 4.4. Given a state d i n we
first increase each local clock in d less than n to n (the value of the global clock).
This implies that the minimum local clock in aug(d, n) is greater than or equal
to n. Then, decrease every local clock appearing in aug(d, n) of n time units. At
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10 In this case we could also map nil directly into 0. Indeed, by rule Zero in Table 8 it is 0 t 0.
this point we translate state up(aug(d, n) into a PMT process. To give an example
consider state
d i 98=(100 O a .nil | 0 O b .nil ) i 98.
Then,
aug(d, 98)=100 O a .nil | 98 O b .nil
and
up(aug(d, 98), 98)=2 O a .nil | 0 O b .nil.
Finally,
Dup(aug(d, 98), 98)=(2) .a . (2(a)) . rec x . (1) .x | b . (2(b)) . rec x . (1) .x.
Before stating the relationships among transitions out of d i n and those out of
Dd i n we need an extension of Proposition 6.2 to SGT states.
Proposition 6.3. Let d i n # SGT . Then Dd i n 
t q and q&Dd i n+t.
Proof. The existence of a transition Dd i n t q (with q unique) comes from
Proposition 6.1. To prove q&Dd i n+t we proceed by induction on the depth
of the proof of transition Dd i n t q. We distinguish different cases depending
on the structure of Dd i n:
(a) d=m O nil. Then D(m O nil) i n=Dup(aug(m O nil, n), n). We
distinguish two cases:
(i) nm. Then Dup(aug(m O nil, n), n)=Dup(n O nil, n)=D0 O nil
=rec x . (1) .x t rec x . (1) .x. Moreover, D(m O nil) i n+t=Dup(aug(m O nil,
n+t), n+t)=Dup(n+t O nil, n+t)=D0 O nil=rec x . (1) .x and the statement
holds.
(ii) n<m. Then Dup(aug(m O nil, n), n)=Dup(m O nil, n)=Dm&
n O nil=(m&n) . rec x . (1) .x. Therefore, (m&n) . rec x . (1) .x t q with q=(m&
n&t) . rec x . (1) .x if m&n>t and q=rec x . (1) .x if m&nt.
Consider D(m O nil) i n+t=Dup(aug(m O nil, n+t), n+t) and distinguish
two further cases:
(ii.1) n+tm (m&nt). Then Dup(aug(m O nil, n+t), n+t)=
Dup(n+t O nil, n+t)=D0 O nil=rec x . (1) .x.
(ii.2) n+t<m (m&n>t). Then Dup(aug(m O nil, n+t), n+t)=
Dup(m O nil, n+t)=Dm&n&t O nil=(m&n&t) . rec x . (1) .x.
In both cases q&D(m O nil ) i n+t.
(b) d=m O a .P. This case is completely similar to case (a); just replace nil
with a .P and rec x . (1) .x with a . (2(a)) .6P.
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(c) d=m O wait n .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=m O rec x .P. Then D(m O rec x .P) i n=Dup(aug(m O rec x .P,
n), n). We distinguish two cases:
(i) nm. Then Dup(aug(m O rec x .P, n), n)=Dup(n O rec x .P, n)
=D0 O rec x .P=rec x . P and rec x . P t q if 6P[rec x .6Px] t q.
Consider, D(m O rec x .P) i n+t=Dup(aug(m O rec x .P, n+t), n+t)=Dup
(n+t O rec x .P, n+t)=D0 O rec x .P=rec x . P. By Proposition 6.2,
q&6P[rec x . Px]&rec x . P=Dd i n+t. Hence, the statement holds.
(ii) n<m. Then Dup(aug(m O rec x .P, n), n)=Dup(m O rec x .P, n)
=Dm&n O rec x .P=(m&n) .6rec x .P. Therefore, (m&n) .6rec x .P t q
with q=(m&n&t) .6rec x .P if m&n>t and q=p$, where
6rec x .P tttttttttt|t&(m&n) p$ if m&nt. By Proposition 6.2, p$&6rec x .P=rec x .
P &6P[rec x . Px]. Consider D(m O rec x .P) i n+t=Dup(aug(m O
rec x .P, n+t), n+t) and distinguish two further cases:
(ii.1) n+tm (m&nt). Then Dup(aug(m O rec x .P, n+t), n+t)
=Dup(n+t O rec x .P, n+t)=D0 O rec x .P=6rec x .P.
(ii.2) n+t<m (m&n>t). Then Dup(aug(m O rec x .P, n+t), n+t)
=Dup(m O rec x .P, n+t)=Dm&n&t O rec x .P=(m&n&t) .6rec x .P.
In both cases q&D(m O rec x .P) i n+t.
(e) d=d1+d2 . By induction hypothesis Dd1 i n 
t q1 and q1 &D
d1 i n+t, and Dd2 i n 
t q2 and q2 &Dd2 i n+t. Then D(d1+d2) i n
=Dup(aug(d1+d2 , n), n)=Dup(aug(d1 , n), n)+Dup(aug(d2 , n), n) 
t q1+q2
and q1+q2 &Dd1 i n+t+Dd2 i n+t=Dup(aug(d1 , n+t), n+t)+Dup
(aug(d2 , n+t), n+t)=Dup(aug(d1 , n+t), n+t)+up(aug(d2 , n+t), n+t)=
Dup(aug(d1 , n+t)+aug(d2 , n+t), n+t)=Dup(aug(d1+d2 , n+t), n+t).
(f ) Cases d=d1 | d2 , d=d1[8] and d=d1"C follow by similar lines. K
The relationships among transitions out of d i n and those out of Dd i n can
now be stated. The following proposition is similar in spirit to Proposition 4.5. The
first item states that d i n ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t implies that Dup(aug(d, n), n) can first let
t&n time units pass (the idling time), and then it can perform an action +. The
target states are also related. The second item is essentially the reverse of the second
one. Below, & denotes the congruence in Table 5.
Proposition 6.4. Let d i n be a SGT timed state:
(i) d i n ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t, then Dd i n tttt|t&n q + q$ with q&Dd i t and
q$&Dd $ i t;
(ii) if tn and Dd i n tttt|t&n q + q$, then d i n ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t with
q&Dd i t and q$&Dd $ i t.
Proof. We just prove item (i) (the proof of item (ii) is completely similar). The
proof is by induction on the depth of the proof of transition d i n ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t. We
proceed by case analysis on the structure of d:
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(a) d=m O nil. This case is not possible.
(b) d=m O a .P. Then (m O a .P) i n ww(a, t)
2(a)
((t+2(a)) O P) i t and t
max(m, n) (which also means tm and tn). We distinguish two cases:
(1) m>n. Then Dd i n=Dup(aug(m O a .P, n), n)=Dup(m O a .P,
n)=Dm&n O a .P=(m&n) .a . (2(a)) . P. We distinguish two other cases:
(1.1) m&nt&n (mt). Then (m&n) .a . (2(a)) . P tttt|t&n 6a .P
a (2(a)) . P. Hence 6a .P &Dd i t since Dd i t=Dup(aug(m O a .P, t),
t)=Dup(t O a .P, t)=D0 O a .P=6a .P. Moreover, q$&Dd $ i t, that is
(2(a)) .6P&Dd $ i t. Indeed, Dd $ i t=Dup(aug((t+2(a)) O P, t), t)=
Dup((t+2(a)) O P, t)=D2(a) O P and D2(a) O P & (2(a)) .6P by a
simple induction on the structure of P.
(1.2) m&n>t&n (m>t). This case is not possible since by hypothesis
mt.
(2) mn. Then Dd i n=Dup(aug(m O a .P, n), n)=Dup(n O a .P,
n)=D0 O a .P=6a .P=a . (2(a)) .6P.
By rule PAct in Table 8, a . (2(a)) .6P tttt|t&n a . (2(a)) .6P a (2(a)) .6P.
Clearly, q&Dd i t holds. To prove q$&Dd $ i t we show that (2(a)) .6
P &D((t+2(a)) O P) i t.
Consider D((t+2(a)) O P) i t=Dup(aug((t+2(a)) O P, t), t)=Dup((t+
2(a)) O P, t)=D2(a) O P and D2(a) O P & (2(a)) .6P by a simple induc-
tion on the structure of P.
(c) d=m O wait n .P. This case is similar to case (b).
(d) d=m O rec x .P. (m O rec x .P) i n ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t if (m O P[rec x .Px])
i n ww( +, t)
$
d $ i t. By induction hypothesis D(m O P[rec x .Px]) i n tttt|t&n q1 
t
q2 where q1 &D(m O P[rec x .Px]) i t and q2 &Dd $ i t. We now prove
that (for every m and n):
(1) 6P[rec x .Px] &6rec x .P
(2) D(m O P[rec x .Px]) i n &D(m O rec x .P) i n.
Consider item (1). By Proposition 4.4, we have 6P[rec x .Px]=6P
[rec x .6Px] and 6P[rec x .6Px]&rec x .6P=6rec x .P.
We now focus on item (2). D(m O P[rec x .Px]) i n=Dup(aug(m O P
[rec x .Px], n), n)=p with p& (m&n) .6P[rec x .Px] if m>n and p&
6P[rec x .Px] if mn. These two latter &-equalities follow by induction on the
structure of 6P[rec x .Px]. In both cases, by item (1), p&D(m O rec x .P)
i n.
By item (2) and by Lemma 2.2, D(m O rec x .P) i n tttt|t&n q t q$, where
q&q1 &D(m O rec x .P) i t and q$&q2 &Dd $ i t.
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(e) d=d1+d2 . Assume (d1+d2) i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $ i t if d1 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $ i t
(case d2 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $ i t is similar). By induction hypothesis Dd1 i n tttt|
t&n
q1 
t q$ with q1 &Dd1 i t and q$&Dd $ i t. By Proposition 6.3, Dd2 i n
tttt|t&n q2 and q2 &Dd2 i n+t&n=Dd2 i t. Therefore, D(d1+d2) i n=
Dd1 i n+Dd2 i n tttt|
t&n q1+q2 and by rule BSum1 in Table 4, q1+q2 
t q$.
By q1 &Dd1 i t and q2 &Dd2 i t we have q1+q2 &D(d1+d2) i t. q$&
Dd $ i t comes immediately from induction hypothesis.
(f ) d=d1 | d2 . We distinguish three cases for (d1 | d2) i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $ i t:
(1) (d1 | d2) i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $ i t=(d $1 | d2) i t if d1 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 i t. By
induction hypothesis Dd1 i n tttt|
t&n q1  +q$1 with q1 &Dd1 i t and q$1 &
Dd $1 i t. By Proposition 6.3, Dd2 i n tttt|
t&n q2 and q2 &Dd2 i n+t&n=
Dd2 i t. Therefore, D(d1 | d2) i n=Dd1 i n | Dd2 i n tttt|
t&n q1 | q2 
t
q$1 | q2 and q1 | q2 &D(d1 | d2) i t, q$1 | q2 &D(d $1 |d2) i t.
(2) Case (d1 | d2) i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $ i t(d1 | d $2) i t if d2 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 i t is
similar to the previous one.
(3) (d1 | d2) i n ww
({, t)
2(a)
d $ i t(d $1 | d $2) i t if d1 i n ww
(a, t)
2(a)
d $1 i t and d2 i
n ww(a , t)
2(a)
d $2 i t. By induction hypothesis Dd1 i n tttt|
t&n q1 
a q$1 with q1 &D
d1 i t and q$1 &Dd $1 i t and Dd2 i n tttt|
t&n q2 
a q$2 with q2 &Dd2 i t
and q$2 &Dd $2 i t. But then D(d1 | d2) i n tttt|
t&n q1 | q2 
{ q$1 | q$2 with q1 | q2 &
D(d1 | d2) i t and q$1 | q$2 &D(d $1 | d $2) i t.
(g) Cases d=d1[8] and d=d1"C follow by simple inductive reasonings. K
Then we prove that the equivalence of states is not altered by the elapsing of
time.
Proposition 6.5. Let d1 i n and d2 i n be SGT timed states and tn. Then
d1 i ntAM d2 i n implies d1 i ttAM d2 i t.
Proof. Let Rn be the lazy timed bisimulation such that (d1 i n, d2 i n) # Rn .
Define the relation
Rt =Rn _ [(d1 i t, d2 i t), (d2 i t, d1 i t)]
and prove that Rt is a lazy timed bisimulation.
Since Rn is a lazy timed bisimulation and (d1 i t, d2 i t) # Rt , we just prove
items (a) and (b), in Definition 6.1 for pairs (d1 i t, d2 i t) and (d2 i t, d1 i t).
By symmetry we just prove item (a) for the former pair. All other cases can be
proven similarly.
Assume d1 i t ww
( +, m)
$
d $1 i m. By the structural rules in Table 7, d1 i n
ww( +, m)
$
d $1 i m. By d1 i ntAM d2 i n it is d2 i n ww
( +, m)
$
d $2 i m and (d $1 i m,
d $2 i m) # Rn . Always by the structural rules in Table 7, d2 i t ww
( +, m)
$
d $2 i m
(remember that tm by hypothesis). Thus, (d $1 i m, d $2 i m) # Rn by
hypothesis. K
The main statement of this section immediately follows.
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Theorem 6.1. Let P and Q be PAM processes. Then PtAM Q if and only if
6PtMT 6Q.
Proof. By Definition 6.1, PtAM Q if and only if (0 O P) i 0tAM (0 O Q) i 0.
Moreover, D(0 O P) i 0tMT D(0 O Q) i 0 if and only if (since up(aug
(0 O P, 0), 0)=0 O P) D0 O PtMT D0 O Q if and only if 6PtMT 6Q.
Thus, in order to prove our statement it is sufficient to prove:
Let d1 i n, d2 i n be SGT terms. Then d1 i ntAM d2 i n iff Dd1 i ntMT Dd2 i n.
Prove that d1 i ntAM d2 i n implies Dd1 i ntMT Dd2 i n. Define rela-
tion RMTAM =[( p, q) | _d1 i n, d2 i n # SGT , p&Dd1 i n, q&Dd2 i n and
d1 i ntAM d2 i n] and prove that it is a T-bisimulation.
Let ( p, q) # RMTAM and assume:
(i) p t p$. By Proposition 6.3 and Lemma 2.2 there exists a unique p1 such
that Dd1 i n 
t p1 , p1 &Dd1 i n+t, and p1 &p$. Hence p$&Dd1 i n+t.
Always by Proposition 6.3, Dd2 i n 
t p2 , p2 &Dd2 i n+t. By Lemma 2.2,
q t q$, where q$&p2 . Hence q$&Dd2 i n+t. By Proposition 6.5, d1 i n+
ttAM d2 i n+t and then ( p$, q$) # RMTAM .
(ii) p t p$. By Lemma 2.6, Dd1 i n 
t p"&p$. By Proposition 6.4(ii)
(take t=n) d1 i n ww
( +, n)
$
d $1 i n, where p"&Dd $1 i n. Thus, also p$&D
d $1 i n. By d1 i ntAM d2 i n it is d2 i n ww
( +, n)
$
d $2 i n and d $1 i ntAM d $2 i n.
Proposition 6.4(i) implies Dd2 i n 
t q" and q"&Dd $2 i n. By Lemma 2.2,
q t q$, where q$&q"&Dd $2 i n. Hence, ( p$, q$) # RMTAM .
Now prove Dd1 i ttMT Dd2 i t implies d1 i ttAM d2 i t. Define relation
RAMMT =[(d1 i n, d2 i n) | _p, q # PMT , p&Dd1 i n, q&Dd2 i n and ptMT q]
and prove that it is a timed bisimulation.
Let (d1 i n, d2 i n) # RAMMT and assume d1 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $1 i t. By the operational
rules it is tn. By Proposition 6.4(i), Dd1 i n tttt|
t&n p" t p$, where
p"&Dd1 i t and p$&Dd $1 i t. By Lemma 2.2, p tttt|
t&n p1 
t p2 , where p1 &p"
and p2 &p$. By ptMT q, q tttt|
t&n q1 
t q2 , where p1 tMT q1 and p2 tMT q2 . By
Lemma 2.2, Dd2 i n tttt|
t&n q" t q$, where q"&q1 and q$&q2 . By Proposition
6.4(ii), d2 i n ww
( +, t)
$
d $2 i t, where q$&Dd $2 i t. Hence, (d $1 i t, d $2 i t)
# RAMMT . K
7. FURTHER REMARKS AND FURTHER WORK
In this paper cIpa [AM93, AM95] and TCCS [MT90], two different process
algebras specifically enriched for the specification and verification of time-critical
systems, are contrasted. The technique used is based on studying syntactic map-
pings from cIpa to TCCS which preserve their (bisimulation-based) behavioural
equivalences.
The aim of this comparison is twofold. On one hand, it permits us to gain con-
fidence on how time and time passing are modelled in the two different approaches
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to time. In cIpa, basic actions are durational, time is absolute (that is, referred to
as the starting time of the system execution), the functional and temporal system
behaviours are integrated into a unique framework and, likewise distributed
systems, local clocks are associated to the parallel components of a system.
Differently, in TCCS basic actions are instantaneous and ‘‘time passes between
them’’ so that time features are relative (that is, referred to the execution of the pre-
vious action), the functional and temporal system behaviours are studied by
separating them into two orthogonal parts and there exists a unique global clock.
On the other hand, our comparison shows that the above-mentioned different
design decisions are not irreconcilable and, indeed, our syntactic mappings actually
show how to implement a choice by exploiting the other one. This permits us to
transfer techniques, analytic concepts, and developed tools from one theory to the
other, besides providing a unification of different models for real-time computation.
More in detail, we have shown that the core of TCCS is at least as expressive as
cIpa without ‘‘ill-timed’’ traces (see [AM93, AM95]). Indeed, there exists a simple
mapping from (well-timed) cIpa to TCCS that preserves strong bisimulation equiv-
alence over the two calculi. Nevertheless, cIpa is interesting on its own. We refer
the reader to the original works for motivations on the theory of processes with
durational actions [AM93, FM95, GR93, GRS95]. Here we have proven another
interesting property of this theory. The behavioural equivalence of cIpa allows a
(finite) alternative characterization which can be checked more efficiently than the
behavioural equivalence of TCCS. To show this property we prove that the labelled
transition system describing the transitional semantics of a cIpa process is strictly
smaller (in terms of the number of transitions and states) than the one associated
with its translation. It would be interesting to see whether, or not, also the
behavioural equivalence of TCCS allows for an alternative characterization
‘‘comparable’’ with the cIpa one. We leave this for further research.
It is also worthy of note that our results hold in several different settings that are
useful when specifying different situations of the real(-time) world. In particular,
equivalence-preserving syntactic mappings from cIpa to TCCS can be given when
basic actions are interpreted as eager (actions must be performed as soon as they
can) [AM93, MT90] or as lazy (actions can be delayed arbitrarily long before
firing) [CP96, MT91]. The lazy case is particularly interesting because it allows us
to overcome a problem we had when mapping cIpa into TCCS in the presence of
the restriction operator and eager actions. Equivalence-preserving syntactic
mappings can also be given when the starting time of action execution [AM93] is
observed (when experimenting over processes) rather than of their completion time
[FM95, GR93, GRS95] (see the following subsection).
Certainly this work is a step towards bringing order into the diverse field of
timed process algebras. There is some other work in the literature which compares
such timed calculi. For instance, [NS91] and [UY97] present a very clear and nice
overview of the timed process algebras within the durationless setting. We contrast
and fix conditions under which process algebras with durational actions and
durationless ones are expressively equal.
We conclude this section by mentioning another interesting result and further
work.
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TABLE 9
New Rules for Action Prefixings
6a .P=a . (2(a)) .6P 6 a .P=(2(a)) .a .6 P
6wait n .P={ . (n) .6P 6 wait n .P=(n) .6 P
7.1. Observing the Completion Time of Action Execution
One of the assumptions behind the theory of processes with durational actions in
[AM93, AM95], is that both the starting times of the action executions and their
durations are observable while experimenting over processes. A different approach
is taken in [FM95, GR93, GRS95] where, instead, only their completion times are
taken into account; thus, Gorrieri and his co-authors have transitions of the form
d ww( +, n) d $, meaning that timed state d can become timed state d $ by performing an
action + at the completion time n. As in Table 6 we can define a well-timed opera-
tional semantics for cIpa, based on the assumption that the completion times of the
action executions are observable. Hence, a strong bisimulation equivalence, tcAM ,
can be given which (is unrelated with tAM and) agrees with T-equivalence by
Moller and Tofts; i.e., we can still prove that Pt cAM Q if and only if
6 (Q)tMT 6 (Q), where 6  from cIpa to TCCS is obtained by replacing, in
Definition 4.1, 6 with 6 , and the rules on the l.h.s of Table 9 with the corre-
sponding ones on the r.h.s.
7.2. Towards the Opposite Translation
In this paper we have studied mappings from cIpa to TCCS which preserve the
equivalences defined over the two timed calculi; namely tAM and tMT , respec-
tively. A natural question is related to the study of (opposite) codings 6 r[[]]
from TCCS to cIpa such that ptMT q if and only if 6 r( p)tAM 6 r(q), where p
and q are TCCS processes. This result might be useful for checking more
efficiently tMT -equivalence of TCCS processes by exploiting the finite alternative
characterization of tAM .
Here we just limit ourselves to fix necessary conditions for the existence of such
codings. First of all, we have to remove those processes which can cause a time stop
(processes that can stop the passage of time) because these processes do not have
a correspondence in cIpa. For instance, there is no cIpa term which has the same
behavior as process 0 in TCCS. This is a process that (cannot perform any basic
action and) cannot let any amount of time pass. Hence, it behaves like a time stop.
A time stop may cause the deadlock of the system as a whole. Consider, for
instance, process (1) .0 | (2) .p and note that, after one time unit, it reaches a
deadlock state. We should replace 0 with the one defined by rule 0 t 0 (see
Table 8) and exploited in lTCCS [MT91]. This process has the same intended
behaviour as cIpa process nil. Another operator which can cause a time stop is the
TCCS restriction operator.
Furthermore, the TCCS processes a | b and a .b+b .a are related by T-equiv-
alence. However, they are tAM -related if and only if the duration associated with
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basic actions a and b is 0. But null durations are not allowed in cIpa. Hence, we
should also take into account durational functions 2 : Act  N (that is, durational
functions which can associate null duration to basic actions).
Finally, consider TCCS process a . (2) .b . (3) .c . (1) .0. According to our mapping
6 from cIpa to TCCS we would have 6a .b .c .nil=a . (2) .b . (3) .c . (1) .0 if
2(a)=2, 2(b)=3, and 2(c)=1. Thus, we expect that 6 ra . (2) .b . (3) .c . (1) .0=
a .b .c .nil, where 2(a)=2, 2(b)=3, and 2(c)=1. These reasonings, however, intro-
duce a further problem. Consider, for instance, process a . (2) .a . (3) .c . (1) .0. In
cIpa, different occurrences of the same action always take the same duration, thus
in order to map this process into a cIpa process we need a way of assigning dif-
ferent durations to different occurrences of the same action. A possible way out is
to use different prefixes for visible actions like those proposed in [FM95]. They are
of the form an ., meaning that action a takes n time units to be performed. Process
a . (2) .a . (3) .c . (1) .0 can be mapped via 6 r to process a2 .a3 .c1 .nil.
We do not know still whether the above necessary conditions are also sufficient
for the existence of fully-abstract mappings from TCCS to cIpa. Moreover, the
resulting (durational-based) theory is quite different from the original cIpa process
algebra. Thus, we leave this problem for further work.
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